Trustees request repo rt

Deans evaluate how frats
measure up to guidelines
academic standing, safety, pledge classes h a ve been
by Carta Thompson
maintenance, fairly large.
Colby 's board of trustees sanitation,
hazing,
and
alcohol
use.
has requested a report on the
Chapin noted tha t "the
status of fraternities on
Jim French, president of KDR situation " is imcampus.
DU , said he feels it is too portant. "It 's a question of
to really tell how all the whether or not frats can keep
Dean of Students Janice soon
fraternities
are adhering to themselves going ," he said.
Seitzingcr and Dean of the the guidelines,
he does
Dave
Ballou ,
College Earl Smith will feel that DU but
KDR
making president,
is
expressed a
compile the report, which progress.
will evaluate fraternities "as
different view. "We're not
they equate to the new
"I t hink we're doing the r eally w orri ed , " h e sa id ,
fraternity guidelines in all best we can to live up to the "KDR previously had its
categories,"Smith said.
guidelines," French said. He guidelines set by the
Committee
The fraternity guidelines added that $17,000 has been Prudential
They
chairman.
went into effect in June 1981, spent on renovations on his stricter than those set bywere
the
according to Seitzinger. The house. "We're doing pretty IFC." Ballou added that
well
on
repairs,"
he
said.
pho to by John Lyon s guidelines include rules
under previous guidelines
most
of
Smith
noted
that
'
s
3-1
Saturday
required cumulative
in
FORWARD KWAME ADOM-NKANSAH advances
concerning
minimum the information for the the
for the
academic
victory over MIT. Story on pg. 13v
membership,
finances, report is "irrefutable data," fra ternity average
was higher and
such as membership figures the standards for social
and average GPAs for the conduct
were
more
fraternities.
stringent .
Seitzinger added that she However, Ballou feels the
white hair, hollow cheeks, and stoney eyes. The freshman
wants to talk to fraternity difference lies in enby J. Nash Bobbins
claims she saw gnarled hands rising towards the face.
presidents about public forcement,
especially
According to 'the student, the most striking aspect of the
service activities of their regarding hazing regulation.
Imagine the ancient castles of England, the rotting
apparition was that it seemed evil. It was "like the
houses. According to the "In the past, everyone acghost towns of America's West, or the huge, empty
personification of evil,"she said. "I didn't feel like he was
guidelines, "participation in cepted what happened,"
mansions of the East coast. Imagine, too, Colby's Smith
going to jump me or anything, " she added, "but I knew he
Lounge, late at night. It seems that Colby has joined the
such activities shall serve as Ballou said. "This last year,
was evil. "
a positive indicator of our hazing or initiation was
ranks of the Tower of London, the House pf the Seven
In the winter of 1980, the same student was once again
fraternity achievement."
Gables, and countless graveyards. Colby has a ghost.
curtailed. We stepped a little
studying in Smith Lounge. She left quickly when a
John Chapin, president of beyond what was acSightings of the 'ghost of Smith Lounge ' were first noted
Tau Delt, commented that ceptable." He added, "We
"shimmering, shadowy thing" began forming in one of
in 1980. The first sighting occurred late one night when a
the chairs.
the only problem he saw with complied with the sanctions.
freshman sat studying a paper on good and evil. "I was
Others have seen ghostly forms in the same room, under
following the guidelines We felt we had overstepped
sitting at the table, with my back to the main room," she
similar conditions, but the apparition has not always been
involved membership.
said. "Suddenly, I felt like someone was behind me. I
our bounds. "
so hostile. One junior has seen "weird things"in the room
didn't want to turn around, but I did, There was this
in
general
have
a
"Frats
French
stated
his
on two occasions. One night, he noticed a face which had
snarling face--I just ran."
housing problem ," Chapin fraternity
has
followed
the
formed in one of the window panes. The image disapShe only told one person about the experience, until the
said. But "Tau Delt hasn't guidelines, but that this
peared, however, when he looked away for a moment.
next year, when someone else sighted the ghost. The two
had that problem," he adThe second time, he saw a figure sitting in one of the high
of them drew pictures of the apparition, and, she claims,
ded, noting that recent continued on page 2
backed chairs, the position most commonly ascribed to
the drawings were the same. It was an old man, with
the ghost. The* student saw a grey face with a slightly
Mmagim ij^wwwBMm BHMwgaft
pointed beard.
I
felt
like
I
knew
his
"Back then,
personality," said the
junior, "he was not angry." Instead, the apparition
seemed calm, even reflective. Nonetheless, the student
said that he left the roomquite quickly.
Rich Schwermer, who became interested in the ghost as
would take ' *at least a week" a sophomore, says that there are two stories about its
by Rick Manley
before all the internal possible origin. According to the first, by building Runis discovered ,
nel's Union, an Indian burial ground was disturbed,
A large candy machine in damage
Janice
Seitzinger,
dean
of
causing the building to be haunted by the spirits.
Socce r civi l war p. 13
the Heights was vandalized students,
$
said
that
she
was
The
second
story
has
several
variations.
An
old
doctor
late Saturday night, according to Joanna Hughes, unsure as to how the damage or, according to Laurellie Jacobs, a baptist minister, lived
would be paid for , but added on the site of the building, and was either killed becauseof
head resident.
Hughes said that the that if no suspects are ap- the building,' or was forced to move off the land and was
-• $250 ,000 from state p.4
damage occurred at ap- prehended, the damage dissatisfied . Another possibility is that the man was, in
would
probably
be
assessed
some
way
connected
to
Colby,
and
died
in
the
building
It
proximately 3:30 a.m.
Sunday, She also mentioned to the students living in the is interesting, in the light of this story, that a portrait
bearing striking resemblance to the ghost hung in the
that most of the dorm was complex.
library for many years, When Schwermer looked for the
Peter
Chenevert,
director
unoccupied and that there
College republica ns p.3
picture
during his sophomore year, h owever, it was gone,
of
security,
said
that
the
®
were no witnesses.
•
Peter Joseph, owner of the damage report was still and nobody could tell him where it was,
Many graduates who said they saw the ghost provide
machine, said that the incomplete and that an inmachine was tipped over on vestigation would be un- only circumstantial evidence of the ghost's existence.
its face, resulting in broken derway as soon as more A medium was once brought In by a group of students to
-$ Play prev iew p. 10
glass and the loss of most of details were collected, hold a seance. According to Jacobs, tlie medium spent
"about 40 minutes" alone in the room, but did not feel a
the machine's contents. Chenevert added that this ghostly
presence. When the group joined him, she said, he
was
the
third
reported
inJoseph added that he had no
felt
"something,"
but received no actual response from
cident
of
machine
vandalism
idea what the cost of the
continued on page 2
continued
damage would be because it
,
page V

Phantom of the theatre ' spooks students

Heights vendin g
machine vand alized
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Tod rank named foreign stud y directo r
by Chris Schmidt
Libby Todrank is the new
director-of foreign study at
Colby . She has been employed at Colby since 1959 in
a variety of capacities.
Most recently Todrank has
taught reading courses and
supervised Colby's tutorial
service. She will continue
these responsibilities in
addition to starting her new
job.
Todr ank sa id t hat she wa s
"thrilled at the opportunity
to take a job" that she was
personally very much
interested in.'J She added
that a sabbatical year in
London: in 1977 has helped
her get a feel for her new
responsibilities.
Todrank added that the
foreign study experience is a
"huge plus for a liberal
Living and
eduation."
studying in a foreign country

'A Gimm ick '
AP- George Stigler, winner of the 1982 Nobel prize
for economics, met with President Reagan today.
He called supply-side economics "a gimmick," and
said that Reagan's policies sound good in theory but
are not working in practice. The economy, he said, is
"bumping alon g the bottom."

"'

U.Se gets tough
AP- More than 20 people have disappeared
recently in El Salvador , and a Reagan administration
official announced that the country risks losing U.S.
aid. In meeting with Salvadoran officials, Pentagon
officials are telling the government to stop
brutalizing political opponents, coming down on the
government, "good and hard. "
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Bomb kills three
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The Irish Republican Army claimed responsibility
for a bomb which exploded in Belfast, killing three
policemen.
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compliance "doesn't mean
we agree with them." He
mentioned that one section of
the room agreement asks if
the signer has read and
understood the fraternity
guidelines. "We purposely
did n't sign that section, "
French said.
French stated that in DU
the president of the house
has traditionally held the
authority and rules have
been
established
by
"democratic vote. " The

. d_^ wm Reproductive health care, VD
^¦^—"^^
screening, contraception ,
pregnancy testing

Copy cat ki llers

L

continued f rom page 1

In last week's article, "Trustees meet for vote,
Anthony resigns post" the following corrections
should be noted :
1) Ed Turner, retired Vice-President for development
was named to the Board of Trustees
2) Robert Lee, an alumni representative to the Board
of Trustees was elected as a regular member of the
Board
3) They replaced Robert Bruns and Anne Szostak
who resigned

The Environmental Defense fund claims that the
Environmental Protection Agency is considering
relaxing standards for disposing of hazardous waste;
The group claims that documents show the EPA
discussed lowering, standards for a clean-up of
cancer-causing Dioxin in eastern Missouri.
Furthermore, the groups says that the EPA refused
to start an emergency clean-up of toxic PCB's in Fort
Smith, Arkansas. The EPA, however, denies that
they have been lax in either case.

world," she added. Todrank
also stated that students are
given a "sense of history in
other countries which makes
them realize how young the
U.S. is."
Todrank added that almost

everyone who takes a junior
year abroad considers it a
"super experience." For
many people, she added, a
year abroad can be "the
most memorable of your
life."

6 Frat guidelines report

Corrections Box

EDF vs . EPA on PCBs

AP-- Investigators are trying to find the identity of
a women who turned in a bottle of poisioned tylenol
capsules under a psuedonym. A rush of "copycat"
cases of contamination of food have been reported. In
Florida , a Juno Beach Policeman got sick after"
drinking orange juice that may have been poisioned.
In Colorado, a man underwent surgery to remove
mercuric chloride from his stomach. The substance
had been added to "extra-strength Excedrin " capsules.

is a step towards the liberal
arts ideal of "educating the
who le pers on , " Todrank
said.
Students are given a "new
perspective in which the U.S.
is not the center of the

HELP WANTED! Earn FREE Travel S Extra
Money as Campus Representative for
Student Travel.
C a l l Jim @ 617-383-9560 d a i l y
617-545-6604 after 6pm

MEI LiAM
LAU
CANTONESE CUISINE & COCKTAILS
JFK Mall ,Kennedy Memorial Drive
Waterville

ORDERS TO GO
PLEASE CALL
873-5500 or 873-7441

Committee
Prudential
chairman oversees the
house, French explained, but
control
outside
the
established by the guidelines
is something fairly new.

The deans' report will be
submitted to the student
affairs committee of the
board of trustees. The
committee will then present
it at the January meeting of
the board.

# Haunting

continued f rom page 1

anything. He did say, however, that the feelings were not
threatening. They did not see the specter that night \
however, and their efforts did not conclusively prove
anything.
Descriptions of the ghost seem to fall into two
categories. According to Jacobs, most people she knows
who saw the apparition described it as wild looking, with
an eerie grin, large eyes, and short, tousled hair. It was,
she says, neither friendly nor menacing, although it was •
obviously discontent and did not like people being in the
room.
Schwermer has talked to people who have described a
balding man, with a long pale face, sunken cheeks and
large eyes. The two descriptions are very similar. At
least one person who saw the ghost, however, remembers *
a beard.
There are many students,who believe in the ghost, but
many do not, including at least one who has seen an apparition. "I didn't believe in ghosts until I saw him,"said
the student who saw the ghost as a freshman. "I do now,
' .
.
though."
The junior who saw two apparitions, however, says that
"I don't believe that there's anything up there." With the
fog on the windows obscuring the light outside, "people
see weird things," he said, especially late at night. He
also points out that many sightings came after the word of
the first few spread. He believes that the power of
suggestion was at work in many cases. .
Another person who has had "weird things happen" to
him in the room simply shrugs. "I don't know," he says,
"I don't think it's any one thing. It's more than just a
coincidence, but it's not any one spirit haunting the
place. "
"——\

'

Weather
by David Epstein

Temperatures over the period of Oct. 28 to Nov. 3
should be cool, with highs ranging from 52 to 54 and
lows around freezing at night.
This time of the year has generally been a dry one,
with little or no precipitation. On Nov. 1, 1980,
however, some snow did fall, so anything can happen.
Hurricane season ends on Nov . 1, although even in
New England , the storms have occurred as late as
December. The last hurricane in New England hit in
the early 1960's.
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West Virginian wins Loveiov

Collegiate, professional editors
converge for 3-day conference
by CarolEisenberg

A dozen student editors
from college newspapers
will participate in a threeday symposium led by
" professional journalists.

Chilton 's decision to
use a juvenile 's
name in violation
of state law was
among the reasons
he was chosen

W.E. Chi l ton 1, 11 , recipient of the
1 982 Lovejoy Award

Participants will exchange
ideas and information on
practical
newspaper
problems and how to deal
with them. Discussion topics
will include reporting, news
writing, photography, libel,
and editorial writing.

In addition to Colby, other
institutions involved include
Yale, Harvard , Brandeis,
Brown,
Dartmouth ,
Wesleyan . and Bowdoin.
The
symposium
is
conjunction
scheduled in
with the 30th Annual Elijah
Parish Lovejoy Convocation
on Nov . 8. The Lovejoy
presented
in
Awa rd,
memory of an 1826 Colby
graduate who was an early
martyr for press freedom,
annually honors an outstanding American journalist for editorial courage.
This year 's recipient is W.
E. Chilton III, president and
publisher of "The Charleston
Gazette" in West Virginia.
Chilton is a 1950 graduate of
Yale University .
Chilton has been a
member of the West Virginia
House of Delegates and a
delegate to the Democratic

College Republicans not Reagan youth
by Steven S. Nicholas
Colby's first partisan
political organization, the
College Republicans, is off to
a slow start, according to
founder and organizer Liz
Murphy.
"Ours is an intellectual but
sometimes
apathetic
campus," Murphy says in
reference to the sluggish
start. "We have all the
ingredients, we just need a
cata lyst."
Th us f ar th e organization
has attracted 34 members,
but considerably fewer
people turned out for the first
organizational meeting held
last week.
Murphy thinks the name of
th e organization does not
embody its purpose, and
may b e turning students
away.
The club's constitution states th at th e
group , is aimed at the
promotion of and recruitment to the principles of the
Republican Party.
But
Murphy tempers that. The
purpose, sh e says , is not to
form a coalition of Reagan
youths whose goal is to
propagate
Republican

ideologies and convert the
Colby left wing faction.
"We're not trying to
convert anyone," she says.
"There is nothing in the
name."
Instead, Muphy says the
purpose of the College
Republicans here at Colby
will be "to stimulate political
awareness throughout the
Colby community and to
promote bi-partisan politics
during a time of their apparent decline."
"Government majors have
a lot to ta lk a bout and a lot to
learn
outside
of the
classroom,"she adds.
Murphy, a senior government major, first conceived
of a Republican student
organization at Colby when
sh e was in Was hi ngton last
year. In Washington, she
attended George W ashi ngton
University and interned with
the Republican National
Committee. While there, she
became involved with a
number
of
college
Republicans, made some
contacts and did some
research.
Back at Colby, Murphy
teamed up w ith government

majors Jim Meltsner and
Warren Burroughs, worked
out the legalities , and
displayed a booth at the
Student Activities Fair. The
response
was
"encouraging," Murphy says.
Murphy says the group has
already received national
recognition
from
the
Republican
National
Committee (RNC) . the next
steps are to find a faculty
advisor, ratify the constitution, elect officers, and
obtain a Maine state charter.
Presently Murphy is
College
funding
the
Republicans from her own
pocketbook. She has approached
the
Student
Association for funds, and
also plans to approach
alumni and trustees f or
financial assistance.
"But f unds are not a
problem at this point,"
Murphy says. "When this
gets off the ground, the
funding will come,"

citing
the
Murphy,
enormously
successful
college
Republican
organizations at various
schools in the midwest and at
Bowdoin, says she "hopes it
can work at Colby."
"On paper, Colby is the
perfect type of school for" this
kind of thing," she says.
The biggest problem at
this point appears to be
sustaining serious student
interest. Murphy insists that
the group is "not for
Republicans only" and is
aimed at promoting political
involvement . She eventually
hopes to conduct political
discussion
forums and
bring
and
to
groups,
speakers to the campus .
"Once we get started, the
things we could do are
unlimited," she adds.
The second meeting of the
College Republicans is
tonight at 7:00 in Lovejoy

AND COME TASTE
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The Dilemma: It's late Friday night
¦
and the weekend is finally here .
You are driving down 1-95 towards
Boston when SUDDENLY your car
begins to shake, sputter and
smoke !
What WILL you do?
Don't let this nightmare happeh
to you I Take your car to Metric
Motors , the fore ign car specialis ts
of Waterville.
186 Drummond Ave.
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Nancy Perry, reporters for
Press
the
"Portland
Herald: *' Davis K/nison .
Augusta bureau chief , and
Richard J. Warren , editorassistant publisher , bot h of
the "Bangor Daily .Wu s . "
Martin Nolan , editorial pane
editor , "The Boston Globe; "
Judith W. Brown , editorpublisher of the "New
Britain . Herald ; '*
Jon
Kellogg. AP bureau chiH for
northern New England ; and
Robert M. White 11. editor publisher . "The ""w e xko
(Missouri ) Ledger. "
Topics lor discussion ui
elude
writing
tor
libel ,
newspapers .
photojournalism , the importance
of
economic
reporting,
technical
problems
facing
small
newspapers, the importanc e
of
developing
sources ,
editorial opinion, publishing
problems, ethics in journalism , and "' the press
under seige."
Sponsored by the New
England Chapter ol the
Society of
Professional
Journalists
and
the
Academy of New England
Journalists , the seminars
will run from Nov. 6 through
Nov. 8.
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GET OFF THE HILL

National Convention. He has
also served on the boards of
trustees of Morris Harvey
College and the University of
Charleston , and on the board
of directors of Southern
Newspaper
Publishers
Association .
Chilton 's decision to use a
juvenile's name in violation
of state law and the
publication of a series of
stories about used car
dealers which caused an
advertising boycott were
among the reasons Chifton
was chosen for the award .
Chilton's paper has also
helped
implement
improvements
concerning
freedom of the press, an
option of a state open
meeting, a freedom of information act , and a state
Supreme Court ruling which
allows cameras in the court
rooms.
Speakers for the symposium and convocation
include
George Esper,
special correspondent for the
AP; Jon Piper , attorney for
Guy Gannet Publishing Co.;
Jerry
McCuIlbugh ,
photography editor , and
Prescott Low, publisher,
both
of
the "Patriot
Ledger ;" Clark T. Irwin and
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Co tt er bargains for scho larshi ps
by Jeff Moore
political
"Successful
lobbying"
was
how
President Cotter described
his efforts to increase the
amount of money allocated
to
the
Maine
state
scholarship program.
Cotter met with Harold
Raynolds , Commissioner of
the Maine Department of
Education , on Oct. 21 to

compare
legislative
Cotter said.

notes
on
priorities,"

together
and
eliminated any state funds banded
for scholarship assistance protested the governor's
for Maine students to go to reduction:
independent
colleges," 'Two years ago , the
The maximum
Cotter said.
Cotter explained that as much as $1 g o vernor 's budget
award a Maine
million had been designated
student can rec/ eve for the scholarship program elim inated any state
($600 per year)...is the yearbefore.
However, according to fu nds for scholarship
no t aJQJL -. .
Cotter,
the
legislature
"Two years ago, the reinstated $250,000 after 13 assis tance...'
budget.
independent Maine colleges
governor 's
Although the $250,000
appropriation includes this
academic year, Cotter felt
that now was the time to
meet with the education
commissioner, while the
governor is preparing^ the
budget for the next biennium.
faculty-parent-student in- curred _j vhen Pam Alexan"We're trying to work with
der, former development them
teraction .
earlier and trying to
Warren planned a faculty- assistant, took over the get the governor to move
student forum for the up- position vacated by former back up toward the $1million
Associate Director of Annual level," Cotter said.
perclassmen parents which
¦
photo by Don Gallo
Giving Militta Tyker. Before
>'
will be repeated again for the
optimistic
that
was
taking her position here, theCotter
freshmen parents. Warren
commissioner would VANDAL I SM in the Heigh ts over the
Warren worked for Coastal recommend
found the organizational
larger weekend. External damage and newl y
a
work especially interesting, Enterprises, a non-profit allocation of money.
installed glass are visable
organization designed to
because she "had to touch
"The maximum award a
educate
Maine
families
in
bases with so many people of
Maine student can receive continued f rom page 1
the faculty and the student efficient home-heating,
( $600 per year) from the
in their machine "were
Warren 's second job took scholarship
body " to make the panel
this semester.
program
is
not
a
cleaned out" earlier in the
her to Augusta, where she lot when compared to other
discussion a success.
The two other incidents semester.
worked
for
the
Maine
Office
The job opening of
state scholarship programs. this semester involved
development assistant oc- of Energy Resources as In Vermont, for example, a machines in Coburn and
In Dana, Janice Seitzinger
special projects coordinator.
said
that the glass front of a
Dana.
awarded
up
to
be
student can
She worked there writing $3100
Rob Highland of Coburn candy machine had been
"
Cotter
each
year,
energy publications and
said that all of the cigarettes smashed.
conducted media public said.
relations for the office ,
When asked about what
brought her to Colby,
Warren cited her interests in
higher education, her accumulated business experience, and her personal
by Wendy Lapham
it , but perhaps most loyal Colby's men were at war,
knowledge of Colby College.
in Music "
are
three clubs in Maine and according to Sue Conant,
"I had many friends who
The strength of many Massachusetts which are associate_director of alumni
attended Colby ; and I was up
relations. The women left at
here often , and really colleges lies not only in composed solely of women.
872-5622
The Southwestern Maine Colby were drawn together
became very impressed with faculty , students and administration, but in its Colby Alumnae Association, by the war-time conditions,
the college," she stated.
Warren is a 1980 graduate of alumnae as well. Colby has The South Central Mass. and wanted to k eep the
many alumnae clubs and Colby Alumnae Association, comraderie they felt after
Bowdoin College.
organizations affiliated with and the Merrimack Valley graduating.
Colby Alumnae Association
Today, the groups hold
are small groups made up meetings three to four times
entirely by women alumnae. a year. They also hold an
The first of these, the annual fund raising function
Southwestern
such as a coffee-auction ,
.Maine
A
ssoc
i
at
i
on
was
founded
in
,
according to Anne Gilmore,
Reasonable Prices /Prompt Serv i ce
the 1940's, w hen most of

Wa r ren nam ed new
A ss is t an t fo r Developmen t
1 iv Michael Heel
I' oudoin graduate Janice
W arren is Colby's new
d( • \ e lopment assistant.
As development assistant,
Warren 's
responsibilities
include
organizing fund- ^
raising telethons for the
' •ollege and planning the
parents ' w eekends. Warren
noted tha t this year freshmen parents ' weekend will
be more structured than in
past yea rs to get more

Al Core y

Female alums hail Co lby
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Special prices for sis ters on
Tuesday, brothers on Wednesday
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THE SEAFOOD
MARKETPLACE

89 Main Street
Fairfield , Maine
453-7520
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Thur. -Sat.

9-6
9-7

Fresh Fish • Mussels * Cherr ystones

LOBSTERS & STEAMERS
PACKED TO GO & COOKED TO GO
Are you craving fresh Maine Lobsters , Steamers,
Mussels , Rock Crabs? If so, come on up to see us and we'll
do the cooking for you
>
*

• .

Dave & Lil Levesque

A/do...

A living commercial comes to Wate rville
by J. Nash Rabbins

There are people who make a living trying to make us
believe in myths,' in the images and figures flickering
across our television sets. For three years now, these
people have been trying to convince us that, one such
figure, Aldo Cella, exists outside the two dimensional, 60
second life of his commercials. During this time, they
have sent him across the United States, stopping at
football games, supermarkets, anywhere that has a large
crowd to which Aldo could play. Last Friday, these people
sent Aldo to Wa terville.
Some people do believe in Aldo. "I like his commercials," said Joe Fischett, who arrived at Hamlin's
Beverage Barn, Aldo's first stop, ten minutes before the
star 's arrival. "I drink his wine. Everybody needs an
idol..."
Most of the people at Hamlin 's were less caught up with
Cella. "I came for lobsters," said one man, "But I'll stay
for Cella. Why not? The lobsters are more important,
though."
Some laughed, rolled their eyes, teased each other,
while waiting for Aldb to sign their bottles of Cella wine.
One person asked to touch Aldo's hat, and, walking away,
laughing, "Wow," he said to his friends, sarcastically,
"I've touched his hat."They did not believe in the ad, but
they bought the wine.

-n

i

Aldo takes it all in stride. He is a living advertisement,
dressed in two-tone shoes and a long, purple tie. He kisses
girls enthusiastically while friends take pictures. He signs
bottles as they appear in front of him. "Who is this to? Ah,
yes, Joe, Ciao, Aldo Cella," "Sue, Ciao, Aldo Cella,"
"Jim, Ciao, Aldo Cella..."
He seems intelligent, but says little that adds light to
what is known from the ads. It is impossible to tell how
much of it is true.

"He is a li ving advertisemen t , dressed
in two -tone shoes and a long, pur p le
tie. He kisses gir ls enth usiasticall y
wh i le friends take picture s ."
"I never finished school, he said, "I went to four
colleges. Never had the patience. "
He claims that friends in New York persuaded him to
take a screen test for the commercials. They were such a
success that now he travels around the country,
promoting his family's wine.
His schedule is heavy, including 12 stops on Friday,
several more than that the day before. Little wonder,
then, that he had to ask, as he showed his list of stops,
"Where are we, now?"
Aldo, however, enjoys the work. "I like to meet new
people, see new places.If I don't like it, I stop," he said.
"Tomorrow," he continued, "we leave for California. A
big change, especially with this cold weather." Then on to

St. Louis, Seattle, Washington. Portland. Oregon.
Houston, M ontg om ery, and Alabama. Then, perhaps in a
month or so, ba ck h ome, to Rom e, for a vacation.
"This is the smallest place he's ever been in ," said
Kelly Mathisen, distributor for Cella wines in the area.
"He's in places like New York and San Francisco a lot."
Most oi his stops are places which naturally draw large
crowds, expla ined Phil Wi rt h , who travels with Aldo,
working for his public relations firm.
Aldo's time is limited. With three more sto ps to make
before relaxing, he must move along.

First, however, he tours Hamlin's. He looks at the cases
of beer stacked chest high, at the walls covered with ads
for beer and wine and cigarettes, and at the rows of soft
drinks and bottled water. "A very interesting store," he
proclaims, and leaves.
They have succeeded, these men who want us to believe.
More Cella wine was sold at Hamlin's than on a normal
Friday afternoon, and the same is doubtlesstrue of Aldo's
other stops.
Best of all, they have convinced some tha t Aldo lives.

"Oh ," said one grey-haired lady, who Cella kissed after

signing her bottle, "He's a nice man, very pleasant. Just
like the ads. " Smilin g, she leaves the store, tightly
clutching her newly-purchased, prized bottle of wine.

45 Main Street
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Champ agne Brunch
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Season Passes Available to
a ll Colby Students , Facult y,
Staff and Families.

CONTACT :
Mark Tolette
Tau Delta Phi 3rd Floor
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Ext. 2513
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Starting this Sunday, October 31
at

j

11:30

_ .
Specials:
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—
Crepes
Fruit Sauted
Lamb Hash Eggs Benedict Fres h Trout

Box 1618
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Career watch

Intern Positions with The Nature Conservancy:
(Deadline : March 12)

education, natural science, and group dynamics. Fifteen
weeks, from mid-February through May.

Douglas Mountain (Sebago, ME) Caretaker-Intern - $50week, June 28 to September 12. A small, primitive cabin is
provided.

INTERNSHIPS - For more information oh theseand other
internships, come to Career Services, Roberts248.

Damariscove Island (Boothbay Harbor, ME) CaretakerIntern (2 positions ) -$135-week. June 7-September 12.
Master Planning, Monitoring, Implementation Intern Developing four master plans for Bald Head (Arrowsic ) ,
Long Island (Lubec ) , Placentia Island (Frenchboro), and
Upper Goose Island (Harpswell) with staff and local
committee assistance; monitoring easements and
transfers developed in 1981; identifying priority tasks;
and assisting with acquisition - related field work. $180week, May 3-December 31.

Public Defender Service, Washington, D.C. seeks pre-law
students to serve as interns assisting staff attorneys on
criminal cases. Interns must have a car or motorcycle for
•->
their use.
Investor Responsibility Research Center, Washington,
D.C. seeks students who are interested in working on
public policy and corporate social responsibility issues.
Full-time research activities. Internships begin in June
and run about three months. Salary: $200 per week.
Deadline: February 1.

Natural Resources Inventory Intern - Responsible for
conducting seven preliminary natural resources inventories for new acquisitions and easements and
assisting with acquisition-related field work. $130-week,
May l7-August27.

Housing Internship Program, for seniors who are planning to enter graduate school and are considering a career
in college and university housing. Applications for Spring
1983 program due November 15 and for Summer 1983
program due March 1.

Summer Teaching Internship, Advanced studies
Progra m, St. Paul's School, Concord, N.H. Interns assist
in the presentation of courses, the supervision of
labora tories, and also in the supervision of dormitories,
the library , and the recreational and extracurricular
activities. Early application encouraged. (Deadline:
January 1)

Prelaw Jan Plan , Vanderbilt University Law School,
Nashville, Tennessee.

Summer Conservation Projects Abroad for Students,
sponsored by the U.S. Committee . of the International
Council on Monuments and Sites. JDuring July and
August, students work as volunteers on historic properties
in England and France. Room and board provided.
( Deadline: March 1)
Environmental Education Practicum, Chewonki Foundation , Wiscasset, ME. A spring semester of classwork,
fieldwork , and practice teaching in environmental

Hamlin's

SUMMER TEACHING INTERNSHIPS - For more information on these and other summer job opportunities,
come to Career Services, Roberts 248.
Exploration Summer Program, Wellesley College
Campus, Wellesley, MA, seeks co llege students to instruct
in a variety of fields, to provide recreational leadership,
and to act as residential counselors. Additional positions
available: Office Staff , Heads of House (college seniors
or older) , bus drivers. July 1-August 13. Salary $1800
( residential staff) , in addition to free room and board;
$1600 (non-residential staff) .
Choate Rosemary Hall Summer Session, Wallingford, CT,
seeks j uniors and senior s t o serve as ass istant tea ch ers,
part-time dorm proctors, and to participate in the athletic
or extra-curricular program. June 26-July 29. Salary
$900, with room and board provided.

52 Front Street ,Wat erville
873-6228
|
I

12 pack

Colt 45

12 oz. cans
Reg $5™
„_ «. „«,
79

Now $3

12 pack

Budweise r

1.2 oz. cans
„ llb
Reg «S590 mT
- 58
6 pac k

Now $5

Old Milwaukee
14 oz. cans
69
Reg $2

Now $239

John F. Kennedy School of Government
Harvard University
Jo Todrank
2:00 p.m.-4:00 p.m., Hurd Room
Monday, November 1
Boston College of Law
Louise Clark
10:00a.m.-3:00 p.m., Hurd Room
American University Law School
Elizabeth Rosselot
10:00a.m.-3:00 p.m., Smith Room
Wednesday, November s
Rutgers University
Robert Schlosser
9:00 a.m.-12:00 p.m., Hurd Room

Beverage. Barn

SPECIALS

ADVERTISING CONTEST
Apply your creative talents to the most exciting advertising competition of the year. Win $1,000 plus a
salaried 8-week internship in one of New York's most
prestigious advertising agencies. Up to 24 other cash
awards. Come to Career Services^ Roberts 248, for the
details.
NATIONAL SECURITY AGENCY RECRUITING AT
COLBY
On Wednesday, November 3, Charles F. -Raduazo,
Manager of the New England Recruitment Office will be
interviewing students for a variety of positions with the
National Security Agency. Seniors majoring in math may
qualify as Cryptomathematicians or go into the fields of
communications security, signals analysis, or data
processing. Physics majors may be chosen as Signals
Analysts, identifying and classifying electro-magnetic
emissionsused to transmit information. Majors in far and
middle Eastern languages and Russian will translatetranscript foreign language information into English.
Other majors will be given the opportunity to enter unique
career fields based on aptitudesfor skills such as cryptananalysis, traffic analysis, communication security, or
language training. The Professional Qualification Test,
used to identify students with apptitudes for such career
fields, will be given on 13November 1982at UMO.
CAMPUS INTERVIEWS
Friday, October 29
Yale Divinity School
Marcus Bruce
1:00 p.m.-4:00 p.m., Whitney Room

^

National Security Agency
Charles Raduazo
9:00-10:00 a.m. Information Session, Hur d Room
10:004:00 Individual Sessions, Hurd Room

HEAD QUARTERS
&act Stylus

FOR APPOINTMENTS
PHONE 873-1344

Thursday, November 4
New York University Graduate School of Business
R. Brooks Gekler
9:30-12:00, Smith Room

113 MAIN STREET
WATERVILLE , ME,
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Friday, November 5
Columbia University (MBA )
Joyce Cornell
9:00-12:00, Hur d Room

STUDENT FACULTY SPECIAL
Amer 'ca 's b e s t buy in a p ersona l p rofessiona l com p u te r!

The OSBORNE I SYSTEM ....o nl y $1795

com plete

^R eserve one for Chr istmas and get a BAS E II -FREE!
.....A $675 value w/ free tutor ial
,
*Ge t a "WORD PAC " for only $295 1
..a $695 value
.
Five -word p rocessin g p ro g rams : S p ell g uard , Documa t e , Footno te ,
Ma t '.* and Gramroath l
¦*Ge t . the best daisywhee l printer- The Anderson- Jacobson l ; Qume prlnthead ;
also ts a com p u t er t erm i na l and " a full typewriter/plot ter !
OUR PRICE- $995 ...wor th over $1 ,^00
rran k He,,er ; : ,
m.^^ .»..«_
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Anrtouncerctenis

DEAN'S ROUND TABLE DISCUSSION with Deans
Seitzinger and McPhetres - today, 3:0M:36 p:-m>, Sturtevant Lounge.
WOMEN IN BUSINESSMEETING with Nancy McKenzie
- today, Oct. 28, 7:30p.m., Coburn Lounge.
LECTURE - "Chloratic Girls 1870-1920: A Historical
Perspective on Female Adolescence" with Joan Jacobs
Bromberg of the Charles Warren Center at Harvard.
Monday, Nov. 1 at 4:30 p.m. in the Robins and Hurd
rooms, Roberts.
AAUP MEETING - Wednesday, Nov. 3,4:30p.m., Faculty
Lounge, Lovejoy.
OPEN BIOLOGY SEMINAR - "The Molecular Aspects of
Hemolytic Anemia in Mice" with David Bodine, Colby '76
- today, Oct. 28, 6:30 p.m. in Arey 110.
COLLEGE VENTURE PROGRAM: David Williams, a
representative of the College Venture Program, will meet
on Monday, November 1st at 8:00 p.m. in the Robins
Room, 2nd floor Roberts Union with students interestedin
taking a semester off. Mr. Williams will show slides on
the Venture Program and its career related internships
and work experience. All are welcome to attend.
STUDY ABROAD - Helen Humphries representing the
Higher Education in Europe Program will be availa ble to
talk with interested sophomores about studying in Bath,
Dundee, and London. She will meet students in the conference room in the Dean of Students Office on Friday,
October29, from 11-12.
Students, faculty and staff can purchase a Sugarloaf
season pass for $175.00. Deadline is October 31. The
regular season .pass price is $410.00. To purchase pass or
for more information, please contact Mark Toulette,
X2513. Box 1618.

THE GERMAN CLUB is sponsoring a Dracuia Party this
Friday at 9:00 in Robert's Loft. Everyone is welcome.
The tickets, $2, will be sold at all dining halls. The 1928
version of "Nosf eratu" (the original Dracuia movie) will
be shown at 9:00 with a partyafterwards. Come Costumed
if you want. We hope to see you there! If you have any
questionscall Cheryl x2466. Tickets should be bought in
advance.
THE MAINE MARINE CORPS RESERVE is sponsoring
a five mile cross country race on November 7, 1982.
Registration table and race start line will be at the Marine
Corps Reserve Training Center, Naval Air Station Annex,
Topsham, Maine. The race will begin at 1:00 p.m. and the
registration fee is $4.00. For further information contact
Capt. Jeff Butland at 829-5357.
ANNUAL CRAFTSFAIR - Saturday, Oct.30, from 10-5:00
p.m.
ECONOMICS TABLE every Friday at noon in the Dana
Dining Hall.

THE ANNUAL HOGENDORN CIDERING PARTY will
take place this Friday, Oct. 29, after 2:00. All students are
welcome to participate but must sign up by Friday. The
sign up sheet is on the CEC bulletin board in Roberts
Union. Directions to Hogendorn's house are outside his
office in Lovejoy. If you' have any further questions
contact Heidi Larson, x2475.
The second annual Colby-Thomas Road Rally will occur
this Saturday October 30, beginning at noon at Thomas
College. Necessary requirements are 1) driver's license .
2) proof of insurance, ( covering liability, passenger and
Collision); 3) a working odometer. You could be the winning car who brings the silver cup back to Colby for the
second year in a row ! Note: Two volunteers are needed
to help with the rally itself. If interested, please leave
your name in the activities office.
The annual Halloween Short Story reading will be held
Sunday from 8 p.m. to 9:30 in the Robbins Room at
Roberts Union. The reading will feature Professors
Bassett, Mizner, Brancaccio. and Mannocchi.

Classifieds
For a now hair style ana new look ,
contact Kelly McDonald at Hair
Design?. , Winslow Mini Mall.
Call today, 873 5076. Reasonable
rates.
Lin da • No more Smitty countdown
until Thanksgiving. I don 't think
I can cou nt that high. I' m only in
Calc i
A N A k t HY ON .THE A l R W A V b S
TOt' 1EN FOR THE MONTHS
OF SEPTEMBER A N D OC
T013 F. R
1 . MISSION OF BURMA Trem
1 W/>(<5'
2 . X Under the Dig Black Sun
3 ¦ UMBO RACE
Dotvf. and
Bac kwards (45)
4
V L A D I M I R COSMA
DIVA
Soundtrack
5 C H R I S 1 I A N E F,
Gt-sundheit
(E" Pi
6 f- NO lots ol stutl
7 . Ft'-. AR The Record
Native
8.
N A T I V E rbNGUF l onqu.-C. P.

NewTfork University

Visits¥>ur Campu s
to Answer Questions on

9. G A N G O F FOUR Songs ol ttu
Free
10. D A V I D BOWIE * e e E N O
Pleasent Surprisi
DAS BOOT
Soundtrack by Kl.ius Doldinger
Bad News
COMBAT ROCK by
T he Clash
jG

love

I

you

Mon Cheri- Soon you shall again
hear the sonorous voic e waftin g
gently through your window "O
solo mlo ... •» Just let me finish my
work
• The sin ger sort of
Kath and Robin • Help .' We need
your classy classifieds
JAA and DT • I still click my tongue
and I know you guys still keep the
water runn ing while brush ing your
teeth ado crack your knuckles.
Some thin gs never chan ge
*

i.

CMIf you don t wa nt your next pay
check III be glad to take It for you

X L - Hoop in 4 days Get psyched

Hey you fou r on 2nd Woodman Maybe someday I'll make the
trek over there How about tonight
fordinner 'J
Yo Lars , Max , Kate and Bo Wa tch out for the fire crackers .
And don 't for get those words of
wisdom -'T hings that go bump in
th e night wake the neighbors "
- Lar "s Wench
DT - Sm ile Al loves you. And we
al l sympathize with you.. .
DT - Exc ept me because l*m sorta
in the same situation We can pine
away together
• x-roomie
To the Washin gton executive who
requeste d an audience concerning
the ECHO: I 'd be happ y to hear
your comments at ANY time • the
edi t or
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Carol t Jenn
and Cheryl * feel homocidal
Next time you
(gwanghicidal 'icareful , he bites

Poor lonely Colby senior looking
for companionshipi Requirements
include the following - must love
fishing, blue LeMans cars j ragging
on Colby and "chunky * girls (in
that order)
Applicants must be
five feet eight inches , dark and
perfect
Here ' s to midnight candy raids ,
foot spray, late-night visitors , longdistance phone calls and academic
disasters - we 'll look back on this
and laugh.. .som eday
- your room ie
Roomi e • You did not mention your
phone calls w ith your mother ,
us ing shampoo for laundry purp os e s or our mornin g rou t in es and
rac es with the alarm clock .Heres
to a life of luxury, vacation and
spen ding more than a couple hours
or days with those we love. And
ti ered to January dreams.summer
dreams ....
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the M.B.A. Program

SHARE
THE COST
OF LIVING

Located in the heart of the Wall Street area, New York University 's
Graduate School of Business Administration has trained students for
executive positions for over 60 years, A recent survey by Standard &
Poor's ranked New York University number 2 nationwide as the source
of graduate education for chief executives in major companies. On
Thursday, November 4, an admissions officer
will be on campus to discuss the quality and flexibility of tho graduate
business program. Check with
Tk T
\ r
the office of Carcer DevclopIt
7|
VT"M/
\
^/#
f^^
I -^ H yy |B 9l\ Ix ment *°r s*8n uP schedule and
further information.
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New York University is an nffirma ti ve
nction/cqunl opportunity ins titution.

YOUR CHANCE TO COME TO LONDON
Give to the
A merican
Cancer Society

T*

1

Junlor .yaa r programs, Postgraduate diplomat, Ona-yoar Malta* !
dogma * and Ronoarch opport unities In ,tha toclal sclancas aro offered
at tho London School of Iconomlcs and Politica l Sclonca.
Tho wide rongo ol subjects Incl udes ;
Accounting & Finance , Actuarial Scionco , An thropology, Business Studiot ,
Economics, Econometrics, Econom ic Hislory, European Studios , Geograp hy,
Government , Industrial Relations , International History , International
Relation * , law , Management Scienc e , Operational Research , Philosop hy.
Planning Studios , Population Studi ov Politic * , Soa Uso Policy, Social
Administration, Social Work , Sociology, Social Psychology , St atistical and
¦
!
Mathematical Sciences , Systems Analysis ,
| | |
Application blank * Ii on i
tt (T/ ftV
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*
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H 05 HE? London School of Economics atxl PoliticalScionco
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O Alumnae groups survive

continued f rom p. L\

I ' resilient of the SW Maine
« i' :!t Money from this , along
'. ' iii membership dues oi
iv
or three dollars,
< ..ihhsiies a fund from
inch iho club draws any
expenses , and which they
i.in iiM- for scholarship
iniiiu '\ lor local Colby
wimK 'li st udents, she added.
i \pftises are minimal for
¦ii ' 1 women, lor meetings are
! < !i| on an informal basis,
usually a gathering at a
!iiC ';ilK >r "s home.
Often
'' - ( if iire speakers from
i "Ha . - President and Mrs.
< 'nil tr attended the SW
Maun ' Cl ub' s meeting last
Wednesday ) and always
there is talk of college
happeni ngs , news and activities. These are devoted
groups of • women who
remain together for the sake
of keeping up old aquaintances.
preserving
memories of their years at
Co lb y, and helping the school
in any way they can. "Our
reason for being is doing
something for the college,"
said Gilmore.
Many of the members are
older wo men, but younger
w omen , although a'minority,
arc not excluded from involvement. At one meeting
ni the Maine group there
w ere members from Colby

Part of this problem is due
classes of '15 to '82. Gilmore six to twelve of them. This
to
the fact that there are
small
groupcontinues
to
stated that , "We'd like to
meet regularly, but they are many coed alumni groups to
have more young people.
It's basically an older trying to cut their mailing join, and often these are
women's group. We do have list down to save expenses more attractive to younger
The
three
a few very active young according to their last people.
newsletter.
organizations
cling
to
their
women, however."
The associations are often
split into three informal
groups, according to their
member's interests. Many
of the older women have
by Nash Robbins
always been involved and
interested in Colby 's Alumni
In 1861, the trustees of Waterville College, like most
relations and remain the
Americans, thought the Civil War would be over in a
most devoted members.
matter
of months. - They did not foresee the four-year
Next are the middle-aged
struggle
that lay ahead of the country, or the heavy toll
women who enioy the group
that
the
nation
would pay.
and its people and who are
also loyal to the college, and
finally there is a group of
younger women who wish to
carry on the tradition of the
associations.
Said one
younger member from the
class of 75, "These women
don 't sit around and knit and
gossip. They are delightful
people. Part of the reason
I'm involved in the group is
that I want to see what I'll be
like when I'm older, "
The Merrimack Valley
group, however, has faced
the problem of declining
membership and attendance
in the past few years. With
increased costs of mailing it
is becoming impossible for
them to continue sending out
over 200 notices, while
receiving replies from only

constitutions which set them
up as women's groups,
however, and have no desire
for change.
"It sounds
rather outmoded to remain a
women's group, but it
doesn't have any crusading

A country and college in crisis

L ION OF Lu c e r n e

The college itself was often on the brink of disaster
during the conflict. Enrollment dropped from 122 to 62
between 1860 and 1864, as students left to fight. One
hundred and sixty-eight men from Waterville College,
including its alumni, fought in the war, and 26 were killed
fighting for the Union. One graduate was killed fighting
for the South, having been drafted against his will while
living in Virginia. Almost half of the volunteers became
officers, and the college produced three Major Generals,
including the famous Benjamin Franklin Butler.
The school's finances fared as poorly as its enrollment.
In 1862, the trustees faced a deficit of over $2000, and the
debt grew throughout the war. The nation's economic
trouble made it nearly impossible to raise funds, and
^ sent to ask for funds door-to-door more
professors were
than once. Little money was raised, and prospects were

On Aug. 10, 1864 , however, Gardner Colby gave the
college $50,000 while many faculty and trustees rejoiced.
The money was given with two provisions, however.
Colby would give half the gift when $100,000 had been
raised in subscriptions. The other half would be given
when the money itself was collected. Furthermore, Colby
required that the school's president and over half its
faculty had to be Baptists in good standing.
Funds raised prior to Colby's offer could be used toward
the $100,000 , but raising the money in the midst of the
Civil War still seemed impossible. J. Warren Merrill , a
trustee, offered to give $10,000, if the subscription could be
raised ty Sep. 1, 1865, less than a year away. The
president, trustees, faculty and alumni all turned out to,
raise the funds, combing the east coast. In August of 1865,'
the school had secured a total of $105,444 in subscriptions.-

continued on page 20

OUR HEARTY MUFFIN
BREAKFAST SANDWICH

¦
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aspects at all," said
Gilmore. Another member
added , "Men tend to
dominate the coed groups. I
think it's nice that women
can get together on their
own."
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GYMNAS IUM ON the old campus w i t h the Shannon.,Observatory
In the backg round.

In a Hurr y ? Eat our hearty breakfast
sandwich in one hand.
Your choice of Bacon, Ham or Sausa ge.
At Burger King- Breakfast is your way !

72 Main Street,
^CKtty d T&f aUMt&CU
Waterville
PHONE 872-2 1 82
Across from Sterns, Entrance on the Concourse "
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Complete line of conta ct lens & eye care supp lies
See us for your out-of-state prescri ptions
Wedn esday is All Citizens ' Day—
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Schedule for Freshman Parent's Weekend
11:30 to
1:15 p.m.

L uncheon
T$5-00 per person ; no charge , for s t uden t s
with on-campus mea l plan)

1:30 p.m.

Vars i ty Football vs. Bates

3 :30 to

Open House - Student or Facu l ty representatives will be on hand
New Libra ry Addi tion , Theatre , Arey Buildi ng ;
Fieldhouse and Garrison-Foster Health Center

Halloween Dance

5:00 to
6:30 p.m.

Adrian Lo
Dana

Parents Weekend Special Buffet
($5« .00 per person ; no charge for students
with on-campus mea l plan)

8:00 p.m.

Pop 's Concer t wi t h t he Co l by Communi t y
Orches t ra fea t uring Eileen Farrell

Fri., Oct . 29

Perform i ng Arts Production :
"No Place to be Somebod y ," b y Charles Gordone
direc ted by R ichard C , Sewall
A
Strider Theater

8:00 p.m.

8:00 p.m.

Concert
"Sui te for Flute and Jazz Piano " by Claude

Boiling

Heigh ts Community Room

8:30 p.m.

Music by the LoComot i on Band directed by

Sat. , Oct. 30
3:30 a.m.
9:00 a.m.

'Wadswo rth Gymnasium

Coffee

Classroom Visita tion

10:00 t o

Annual Crafts Fair

10:00 .a.m.

Presiden t' s' Reception for pa ren t s , facu l t y
and s t uden t s
Museum of Ar t

10:30 a.m.
11:1 5 a.m.

5:00 p.m.

8:00 p.m.

Museum of Ar t and Lovejoy

Fieldhouse

Sun. , Oc t. 3 1

Perfo rmin g Arts Production
"No Place to be Somebody "
S t rider Thea t er

9:30 a.m.

Ca t holic Mass

10:30 a.m.

President' s Conversa t ion with parents
Given Aud i t orium

Bagel Breakfas t sponsored by H i l l e l
Smith and Robins Room , Rober t s Union

11:00 a.m.

Junior Year Prog rams
Given Aud i torium

9:00 to
12:00 p.m.

Interdenom i national
Lorimer Chape l

Lorimer Chapel

Chapel Serv i ce

Dorm i tory Brunches
Schedul e varies with dorm i tories

or casual wear... .
The Aut hen t ic
Origi nal Sperry
€

f

1op aider s
Full grain leather in hand sewn
moccasin style.
Sperry's own non-skid outsole,
Built for comfort and casual
good looks,

Nationally advertised at M9.00

3B

All Cotton Turtle neck J erseys
Every Color of the Rainbow

Reg $8"

at fofiaro). 1^^^

We made a lot of Co l by students and pa rents
happy last weekend and would like to do the same
for you . We offer a uniquely pleasant atmosphere ,
an interesting menu ranging from escargot and
spanakopltta to various kinds of crepes , sauerbrateh , vea l specialties and Chicken Cordon 8 leu
to freshly home baked pastries such as Black Forest
Cherry Torte , Almond Mocha Torte and Chocolate
Mousse. We also have a fu ll liquor licence .
We shall be open for dining

from 5:30 on.

For reservations call 465-3223

1*0 Fa i rfield

Street Oakland Ma i ne

NOW $699

Genuine RAGG Sweaters
by

fl i" I ' Five gauge cru-neck style .
Tweed Heather
"llfMW D

y "^T!ZJ
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Lt¥INIE'S
, Downtown Waterville

1 1

Where You Can Alwa ys Ki bb i tz W ith
Ludy l 21 Pacy '27 Howard .Mo
¦

—
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All alzoa tor Guys and Gala $^
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THE STORE FOR MEN AND BOYS
And Now For Ladlae, Tool
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Devonsquare: high
quality entertainment

be used to make and sell
interesting munchies like
quiches and homemade
What is a "coffeehouse"
breads. These changes are
anyway? That's sort of hard
evolving slowly but surely.
to say. Sometimes it's an
As Werther put it, Cofsinging,
evening
of
feehouse is "aware of its
sometimes it's an evening of
Joanne Werth er, the new possibilities by trying to get
jokes. Occasionally, the student coordinator for the going first; building stability
entertainers
are
Coffeehouse, is trying to takes time."
professionals, once in a while improve
upon this year's
the performers are fellow
Alcohol is not allowed to be
coffeehouses.
She is zeroing
students. ' In general, a
soldor brought in. Many
coffeehouse is low-keyed, in on the wide range of students would like to see
(but not low quality) en- possible types of en- this policy changed , but
tertainment in an informal tertainment and trying to get unfortunately this is not
specific bands and acts. In
atmosphere.
this way she hopes to raise something the Coffeehouse
the populari ty of the cof- feels ready to change, or
"...futur e
feehouse by making fewer, capable of changing at the
entertainment will but . more
successful present time.
evenings. She says, "that
This weekend the Cofbe quality
future entertainment will be feehouse
present
quality entertainment-it's Devonsquare,will
a
three-piece
entertainme ntgoing to be worth going to. "
band composed of percussion,
violin and guitar.
Werther is also trying to
wo rth going to... " improve
Herb
Ludwig,
Alana
the organization
MacDonald
and
Tom
Dean
and administration of the
i
have
developed
an
original
coffeehouse.
Interested
. Coffeehouses have been
personal style of music
around for some time. They persons should keep their and
w i l l be
drawn
from traditional, jazz,
eyes open for upcoming
rock
and classical inmeetings at which responfluences.
sibilities will be formally
delegated. People
are
They have played in
needed in the areas of Coffeehouses
all over Maine
publicity, to wor k in t he and
opened
for
such groups
kitchen selling refresh- as
Bonnie
Raitt
, Pousettements , and to decorate.
Dart , Joan Armatrading and'
Tom Rush. Saturda y night in
Sewell expressed his ex- Somebody" will run from
the Coffeehouse promises to
the
cofof
The
kitchen
ci tement a bout th e show an d Oct. 28 through Oct. 30 at
be
low-key and high quality
being
is
room
feehouse
Theater.
believes it will be one that 8:00 p.m. in Strider
''
entertainment.
hopefully
will
renovated
and
a
$2
or
$1
with
are
will, "live on in h earts an d Tickets
Colby I.D. They can be
minds" long aft er it's over.
"N o Place To Be reserved by calling x2333.
by Kathy Cox

DEVON SQUARE ,a quality coffee house act
pe r forming this weekend .

are a sort of tradition on
most college campuses, here
at Colby usually taking place
in what used to be the dining
room for Mary Low.

Powder and Wig present s :

"No Place to Be Somebody
by Debbie Robbins

(characters) in a very
committed way," according
to Sewell.

"No
Place
To Be
Somebody" by Charles
Sewell has been quick to
Gordone will be presented refute claims that the play
this weekend in Strider could promote racial tenTheater.
sions at Colby. "It is not a
propaganda play. It is not
The comedy's plot involves inciting anybody to do
a black man , who has anything. It is a play to
committed a series of crimes w id en
exper ience an d
and his relationship with the therefore to enrich whatever
white daughter of a judge.
they (the viewers ) do, rath er
"It is a play written from than transform their acthe inside out , " Director t i ons, "he said.
Richard C. Sewell said." Wis
written by a black man in,
Angela Drennan , on the
and for , a black comother
hand , felt the play was
munity, " contrast ing two
quite
controversial.
She
models for living in black
gnorance
feels
that
,
"t
h
e
i
America.
level at Colby is such tha t
The
play
includes people would take .the
descriptions of two lifestyles. demeaning roles of blacks in
One includes life as a war the pl ay at face va lue," and
against the white world , use t h em as role models i n
while the other suggests tha t their daily lives, she said.
it is possible to make peace
Members of the cast inwith , and live in , the white
clu de Leon Buc k , Kevin
world.
Collins, David Mitchel l, and
Performing Arts Director Charmongenee 'W illiams.
Nick Azzaretti said that
"any good play is more than
Steve Woody designed both
just a statement of theme. It
is instead a vivid portrait of the set and the lighting and
people. " "N o P l ace To Be mem b ers of his class have
Somebody " i s a w i nner of the d one the phys i cal work as
Pulitzer Prize. The ac- well as run the |show, Ray
Pellerin, the new assistant
tre sses an d actors have technical director did all of

Far re 11 in concert
Saturday at 8pm
by Moira Houton

EILEEN FARRELL w ill be sin gin g at

Francisco
Opera
with
"Medea.'.'
Cherubini's
Eileen Farrell, one of the Farrell's
per f ormance
most reknowned artists of established her as one of the
the century, will be per- great dramatic sopranos .
forming at Colby on Oct. 30
with the Colby Community
In 1960 Farrell's debut in
Symphony
Orchestra. the Metropolitan Opera as
Farrell has been hailed Gluck'tf
"Alcestic"
"Supreme soprano," and astounded the audience. The
soprano," by "New York Times" said,
"Su per
"Time" an d the "New "When Miss Farrell gets set
respectively. for a note she can all but
York er "
pulverize it. At the same
t i me, she is capable of
career
en- beautiful
Farrell's
pianissimo
compasses all styles of singing. " Other
papers
music from Bach to pop. She referred to her
voice
as
has performed with the exquisite," "
magnificent,"
"
famous Bach Aria Group, "stupendous," and "the
and the blues at the Spoleto biggest and most beautiful
Festival.
instrument the Met has ever
heard."
Highly acclaimed by the
Farrell has been very
critics, Farrell has starred
involved
with the New .York
with almost every major
Philharmonic
Orchestra.
opera company and symShe
holds
tho
record
for the
phony orchestra in the U.S.
;
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Crafts Fair largest in 12 years

Stu-A Films
by ChipRooney
Instead of acquiescing to the schlocky bloodn ' gore
pictures which always seem to dominate around
Halloween, this year the film group decided to go
with a classic film, "The Creature From the Black
Lagoon.'' For the first time ever at Colby a movie will
be in 3-d, which means that everyone who attends will
be treated to wearing those funny looking glasses for
79 minutes. An added bonus to this weekend's show
will also be a short, entitled-"One Million B.C., "
whose content is as yet unseen, but one can make a
fairly good guess from its title.
- .
A capsule summary of "The Creature" reads like
many of those on rainy Saturday afternoons: an
amphibious, pre-historic man-monster who inhabits
the primordial depths of a mysterious tropical lagoon
is disturbed by stereotypically modern, prying
scientists and decides once "he" hits the surface that
his true mission in life was the destruction of men and
the molestation of nubile female beauties. A truly
terrifying monster of the ages raging with cons of
pent-up passions.. .in 3-d. For only a dollar. Wow.
On Wednesday, Noverber 3 the film group will
present the highly acclaimed film adaptation of
Tenessee Williams ' play "Cat On A Hot Tin Roof. "
Starring Paul Newman ,. Elizabeth Taylor, and Burl
Ives, this 1958 flick centers on a prominent Southern
family troubled by greed and sexual frustration. Ives
recreates the role he played on Broadway as "Big
Daddy," with Newman as his son and Taylor as
Newman's rejected wife, Maggie.. If you 've ever read
anything by Williams such as "A Streetcar Named
Desire" or "The Night of the Iguana " and liked it,
then this screenplay is certain to please you. See you
at the theater.

•Eileen Farrell

variety shows where she has
portrayed comic mime to
operatic and pop.
She has been granted
honorary doctoral degrees
from Loyola University,
Chicago; the University of
Hartford;
the College
Conservatory of Cincinnati;
the University of Rhode
Island; Wagner College in
Staten Island and by Notre
Dame College in Manchester, New Hampshire.

continued from p.10
singer who has appeared
more than any other with the
Philharmonic.
Farrell is also widely
acclaimed on the t.v.
screen. In 1967 the Canadian
Broadcasting
Company
produced an hour-long
profile on her titled, "Portrait of a Prima Donna."She
has also been a guest on t.v.

This year the crafts fair will feature not only works
by traditional craftsmen, but also works by artists from
all over Maine, including Colby students and faculty. If
you are a freshman and need a recreation for your parents
between seeing your room, meeting your roommate and
the football game, come to the Crafts Fair.
The largest in its 12-year history, the fair is held in the
field house, and will be open all day Saturday from 10 a.m.

[Art Notes
STU-A-FILMS:"Creature from the Black Lagoon, Friday
and Saturday October 29 and 30 at 7:00 and 9:30.
Admission 1dollar.
CRAFTS FAIR featuring crafts from all over Maine
Saturday October 30 from 10-5 in the Fieldhouse.
EILEEN FARRELL in concert with the Colby Community Symphony Orchestra. Saturday October 30 at 8:00
in the Wadsworth Gymnasium. Admission free to Colby
students.
NO PLACE TO BE SOMEBODY presented by Powder
and Wig. Thursday, Friday and Saturday October 28, 29,
and 30 at 8:00 in Strider Theater. Admission 2 dollars,
reservations can be made by calling x2333.
STU-A-FILMS: "Cat on A Hot Tin Roof" Wednesday
November 3 at 7 and9:30. Admission 1dollar.
CONCERT : "Suite for Flute and Jazz Piano" by Mary

Kennedy, '83; Peter Voskamp; '86; Richard Kliman, '84;
Christopher Horner, '84; in the Heights Community Room
on Friday Oct. 29 at8:00.

As a faculty member of the
Indiana University School of
Music, Farrell was awarded
the title "Distinguished
Professor." She is very
proud of this distinction for
she considers the teaching of
college students as one of the
high points in her career.
Her performance at Colby
will be on Saturday October
30 at 8:00 in the Wadsworth
Gym. Admission is free for
all Colby students.
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AN .EXAMPLE of handi craf t available
Saturday in the fieldh ouse

8
I
(colby) [college]
I

[BOOKSTOR J)
1 WEEK ONLY

Nov 1 thru 6

I SPECIAL SALE !
Biro Pens
•

'

'

¦ ¦

(by Bic)

2 points

3 colors

2 f or the p rice of 1
*

.
ffifeVi
:
—:

to
5:00 p.m.
r
You need not be a freshman to enjoy the occasion. If
not just to browse, there will be original clothing, handy
yet worn, and sheepskin garmets to buy. Also, craft skills
such as glassblowing, woodworking, and, basket and
jewelry making will be represented.
It will be a good place to find holiday gifts before your
money is all gone and all profits go to the Crafts program
at Colby .
Everyone should come and enjoy the goings dn - and
bring your parents.

by Elizabeth Banwell

'

Overall , school and office supp lies make up
15% of total Bookstore Revenues.

'
.

Hours 8:30-5:00 Mon-Fri
10:00-2:00 Sat
¦

j

ART BY R obe r t In d i ana on exhi b i t in t h e Ar t Mus eum

a Rugby unrecognized
con tinued f rom page 16 Perhaps the involvement
the press or the ad- of a faculty member or two
to advise and support the
ministration.
Very possibly it is the fault club(s) would aid in closing
of rugby public relations this the schism between the sport
year. Add to that the overall and school. Althou gh I' m
alienation of rugby from sure that rugby will not
national
varsit y sport "come of age" at the college
standing and , here at Colby, level in my time, I'd like to
the animosity of the athletic see it become more accepted
(experienced arid recognized for its merits
department
personally at the medical among sports at Colby . Let
level). The equation results me.add that there are many
in unrealized potential of a ruggers who enjoy the club
sport as such and the
very rewardin g game. .

PHOTO S BY LAURI E BROW N

freedom it allows the
players . But , being a club
sport doesjiot make it any
less impor tant to the
members and should not to
any other affiliated party,
i.e., Colby.
Last year I wrote a tonguein-cheek article from the
perspective of a novice
player who was interested
in the club because of
prac tice hours and aftergame indulge nces. This
year , I' ve realized rugby

deserves more credit tha n I
gave it at the outset. For one
thing .it has connected me to
Colby like nothing else could.
It both ers me greatly that an
estranged attitude exists
from Colby to the club.
Once again everything
mentioned here is persona l,
although any kind of support
from any source would
undoubtedly be welcomed.
Sincerely,
Lisa Wormwood

sty les for guys & girls
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Outward Bound is more than a
trip of high adventure.
Itb discovering yourself
Learning that you 're better than
unit
vms nre.
nr»
you Hitnlr
uuruc you
And finding out how to work
with others
Come join us on a 3-week trip
of excitement and self-challenge.

You may come back a better

yoti.
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state
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School
Check the courses that interest you i
Canoeing __
Desert
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Mountain eering —
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- Rt. 109 subs for Mason-Dixon —

Soccer civi l war fo ug ht at Colby
by Michael Fortin
Over a century ago,, the Civil War divided the United
States into the North and the South. One line that divided
the country was the Mason Dixon line. The four years pf
bloodshed left a heritage of grief and bitterness that
remains in part even today.
Last Wednesday afternoon , the dividing line was Route
109 in Massachusetts as the third annual North-South
Colby soccer-volleyball doubleheader was played. Mark
Serdjenian 's second half goal proved to the the gamewinner as the South rolled over the North, 4-1. The series
now stands at 1-1-1.
The South took a 1-0 lead near the end of the first half
when Bill Sheehan put in a loose ball from the top of the

penalty area.
Early in the second half , Serdjenian received a pass
inside the penalty area and perfectly placed the ball over
the outstretched arms of North goalkeeper Mark Schafer.
Schafer seemed to be having an off day in the goal.
"I thought the South dominated and outplayed the North
due in part to the superior coaching staff ," said Mark
Serdjenian .
It wasn't until after Paul Swartz put the South on top, 30, that North coach Mike Schafer decided to take his
brother out of the goal. Replacing Schafer in goal was
Mickey Goulet.
Minutes later Mark Schafer put the North on the
scoreboard by making a run down the right wing and
blasting a shot past South goalkeeper Mark Burke. The
goal was the only mistake Burke made in a near flawless
-

game in goal.
Sweeperback Kwame Adom-Nkansah finished the
scoring by placing the ball through Goulet's legs and into
the goal. The only outstanding player for the North was
Sweeperback Gordie Marshall who played a strong game
while at the sweeper position.
The North bounced back in the second part of the
doubleheader to take the all-important volleyball game.
In volleyball, the players meet at the center circle and
volley the ball with any part of their body except their
hands over an imaginary knee-high net.
The North was stacked with volleyball all-stars Gordie
Marshall, Skeeter Krause, and Paul—Skowhegan"
Cavanaugh. They jumped off to a 10-0 lead and held off a
late surge by the South to win, 15-11. Booter Dan Matlack
refereed the game.

t

Women 's
x-countr y...

men 's Soccer...

Burke 's goals
Writ Mules
by Michael Fortin
Freshman forward Mark
3urke pumped in three
?oals, all assisted by Ted
Goodrich, to lead the Colby
White Mules to a 3-1 victory
over Massachusetts Institute
of Technology Saturday
afternoon at Colby .

Colby
5th in
states

deflected in by a Maine
Maritime player at 41:40 of
the first half.

by Margaret Wimmer

Two minutes later, Mark
Burke received a pass from
Adom-Nkansah and beat the
defense down the middle for
Colby 's third goal,

"The game gave me a
chance to play people that
Early in the first half, normally don 't get much
Goodrich crossed the ball playing time and to rest a
from the right wing and few people who have been
Burke fired it in to put Colby hurting, " said Coach Mark
an top, l-o.
Serdjenian.
Colby went up 2-0 early in
Colby
outshot
the
the second "half. Goodrich Mar iners, 22-10. Both teams
"rossed the ball from the had eight saves apiece.
ight wing and Burke put it Colby is now 7-3-1.
n . Burke's thi r d goal came
'arly in the second half on a
similar play.

photo by John Lyons
COM I NG THROUGH- Co l by 's Mike Sasner dribbles the ball
past an MIT defender in Saturda y 's 3-1 victory .

women 's tennis...

Late i n t h e game , John
Eng li sh p ut MIT oh the
score boar d a f ter receiving a

Pass from Carlos Ferreira.
' '¦ '

.
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Shauqhnessey wins; women take title

• i

by Wendy Neville
Se White Mules outshot
MIT ,: 22-8. MIT goalkeeper
Two weekends ago, Colby hosted the Maine State
Sang Han had 14 saves while Women's Tennis Tournament. Having the home court
Cblhy 's. Jamie O'Nell and advantage, Colby dominated and swept to the title,
Tfrn McCrystal combined for, beating nearby rivals Bowdoin, Bates, and UMO.
'¦ ¦ '
' ¦
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Earlier lh the week, Colby
beat Maine Maritime, 3-0.
Forward Kwame AdomNkansah scored the winning
goal unassisted at 5:20 of the
first half.
Paul Swartz made it 2-0
¦ - ¦
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In the singles tournament, tlie two finalists wore both
from Colbyi The Mules' number one player and number
one seed in the tournament, Maura Shaughnessey, beat
Colby's number three player, Wendy Whittles, 6-1, 6-4, to
capture her first state title,
In the doubles finals, Colby's Shannon elm
Morrissey itnd
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Colby gained another victory when Sandy Winship
came back after losing her first set to win the consolation
singles tournament 4-6. 6-2.6-3.
On Monday the team traveled to the University of New
Hampshire, where the Wildcats upset the Mules' unblemished record of 7-0. The only players to win their
match was the second doubles team, Shannon Morrissey
and Wendy Neville, who beat their opponents in straight
sets 6-0, 6-2, to remain the only undefeated players on the
team.

Also, in her first varsity exhibition match for Colby,
freshman Alison
Capstickdefeated her opponent in three
i^mmllnaiir 11"" ¦*¦« »- *

ORONO- The
Maine
Association of Intercollegiate
Athletics
for
Women
(MAIAW) cross country
championships took place at
the University of Maine at
Orono this past Saturday
with the host college taking
first place honors. Colby's
injury-plagued
women's
team finished fifth overall.
The 5000 meter course, at
fi rst glance, seemed harmless; a relatively flat
course wi t h woodsy tr ials
and open fields. This first
impression proved to be
qu ite wr ong bef ore the race
had even got underway.
. With Ann Cullenberg,
Colby's top runner , on th e
sidelines due to a foot injury,
the remainder of the team
knew it had to use every last
rescurce i t ha d in order to
fare well aga i nst t h e oth er
Maine schools. The first of
Colby's resources to f a ll was
Tina Babarovic, Taking a
tumble over a rock hidden in
the leaves of the trail,
Babarovic hurt her ankle so
badly that she would later be
forced to drop out of the
championship race
In addition , t h e course also
proved hazardous to Deb
Scanlon who took a fall and
injured her ankle around the
same area asJBa barovic had
done earlier, approximately
one-half mile into the race.
Ultimately, Scanlon finished

Men's x <ountry ..

Edson cops mSCAC title

by DavidBell
BOSTON-Rob Edson and Kelly Dodge took? first and
third places to shine for Colby at the New En^la^dTSmall
College Athletic Conference cross-country championship
meet two weeks ago.
Edson, runner-up last year, easily ran away with the
championshipon Franklin Park's 5-mile course.
Finishing in 24:36, nine seconds ahead of the second
place finisher, Edson broke away from his last challenger
after only two miles and cruised home the rest of the way
all alone. Going out at 4:40 for the first mile, Ed son ran
with Dan Lidoff of Connecticut College for the second
mile, coming through in 9:27. The pace was too much for
Didoff and Edson easily broke away, able to really enjoy
his win. He went through three miles in 14:40, and four
miles in 19:44.
Talking and smiling as he went, Edson finished up with
a 4:52 mile. Only a sophomore, Edson's next test is the
State of Maine Championships, whereJie was the runnerup finisher last year. "I am really psyched for the state
meet. It is going to be a great race," said Edson.
Senior co-captain Kelly Dodge likewise ran well at the
NESCAC meet, finishing third in the quick time of 24:51.
Running with a pack of runners for the first half of the
race, Dodge broke away at three miles (14:55) to cruise
the rest of the way.
In his four years of participation in this meet, Dodge
showed himself to be one of the best as he finished his
freshman year , was the champion his sophomore year,
and was eighth last year. Coach Jim Wescott remarked,
''There's not much more you can say about Kelly. He has
done it all in his four-year career. He's just a great , great
competitor."
Colby's other co-captain, Todd Coffin, unfortunately did
not run as he had to take the Graduate Record
Examination. Coffin looks to return this weekend in the
State of Maine championships to be held at U Maine at
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Orono. Shaping up as a great meet, both the individual
and team competitions'should be close. Colby's Edson
and Coffin look to batleonce again Maine's Gerry
Clapper. In their previous meeting three weeksago, both
Coffin and Edson were able to kick by Clapper in the last
half-mile.
Team-wise, the meet is up for grabs between UMaine,
Colby and Bates. Traditionally the meet has been
dominated by Bates and UMaine. This, the 15th running
of the championship, is the year that Wescott says Colby
has the best chance of winning.
"Colby has been second twice; the first in 1968, and the
second time last year when we lost to Maine by three
points. We are stronger this year, but it will still take a
great effort. Maine is very strong. It's going to be a very
exciting meet."
Wescott looks to seven of the top ten runners in Colby
history to bring the school its first cross-country championship. Up front, he has AU-Americans Edson and
Coffin battling for the individual honor of state champion.
In 1980, Coffin won it. Coffin looks to become only the
third two-time champion in the event'shistory.
Close behind him is fellow classmate and All-American
Dodge. Continuing to improve each week, Dodge will
very much be in the thick of the race.
After Dodge, the Colby chances fall on four outstanding sophomores. Terry Martin, Art Feeley , Andy
Sheehan and Tom Pickering have all been a big part of the
tea m's success for the past two years (13-2). Tomorrow
(3 p.m.) , each of them will play key roles in the meet's
outcome.

Footba ll...

photo by Tad Al l yn
1-PLAY B00TER- Pi Lam witiger Dan
Tillinghas t dribbles ball downfield
in I-Play in tramural soccer match
las t week. Teammates Tim Nicholson
and Ted Wallace follow the play.

Gridders fall short in inches game

even
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time.
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of
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nearly triples your offensive
Are
Football has often been yardage?
you How about a 17-10 loss incalled a game of inches, but humiliated,
thoroughly stead? Well a loss is a loss,
but there is something more
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salvage some respect out of
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them to break down interceptions,
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fumbles. Their drives ended
but not in scores.
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.55 yards on six
assessedBUILDINO MATERIALS
penalties. In contrast, Colby
gave up only 20 y ar d s on a
pair of penalties and was
intercepted twice.
Middlebury struck fi rst
w i t h s i x poi nts on a two yar d
run by their fullback , Bob
by Peter Lull
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Weeks, with 1:55 to go in the
first quarter . Jay Kemble
accounted for the Mules'
first points with a 35 yard
field goal early in the second
quarter.
The Panthers countered
with a 27 yard field goal
effort before the half to take
a 9-3 advantage.
Both teams scored touchdowns in the third quarter,
Middlebury 's on the ground,
and Colby 's in the .: air,
Kemble to- junior Andy
Sennett. Both teams were
held scoreless in the final
period as Colby failed to
capitalize on a Steve Litchfield interception , which
was returned to the 25 yard
line of the Panthers.
"The best thing about the
Middl ebury game is that we
really looked like a football
te a m , we played together,"
says Sennett. "T h e,re were a
lot of big plays, th at' s why
the score was so close. The
des i re keeps you in t he game
despite the stats. "
Kopp echoed these sentiments, claiming, "I left
feeling bad that we lost, but

continued on pg. 15
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872- 7363
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Gridders fall in inches game
:ontinued f rom pg . 1
am happy to be moving
ahead and I am proud in the
effort and performance
¦ ¦
(shown by' thefeam) ¦".' • ""' ¦' ; .'
The team seems to be
finally jelling, according to
Sennett. - It takes time to
learn the new system (WingT offense) and the team is
young in the offensive backfield , with three freshmen,
two sophomores, and one
junior doing the bulk of the
work.
"People (on losing teams)
usually want to point the
finger of blame at someone,
but we all realize we have a
young team, and a new offense. Unlike years past, as
a team we have a lot of faith
in each other and don't pack
it in. We know there is a
future and we keep getting
closer to our goal. We are
playing better and better
teams and the scores are
closer. Hopefully we will
pull one out and surprise
somebody,"Sennett said.
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Plants
Alive

It's now a waiting game that the men's and women's
soccer teamsare playing.
The men, who closed their regular season yesterday,
await a decision from the selection committee of the
Eastern College Athletic Conference as to whether they
have been chosen to play in the ECAC Division 3 tournament. That decision should come early next week. \
The women, who completed their first winning season
in just their fourth year of varsity play with an impressive
7-2-2 record, must await a decision from the Northeast
Intercollegiate Athletic Conference to find out if they 've
been selected to play in the four-team NIAC tourney
slated for November 6-7.
Colby is among five teams vying for the four spots,
along with Bowdoin, Tufts, Mt. Holyoke and Trinity. The
announcement of the four selections is expected early
next week.

-i.

WOMEN'S TENNIS
k p.m.
CLARK
FIELD HOCKEY
site and times TBA
MA I AW Tourney
MEN'S CROSS COUNTRY
Maine Inv i tational at UMO
3 p.m.
WOMEN'S CROSS COUNTRY
..New England Tourney at Boston
MEN l S RUGBY
1 p.m.
UMO

the Ruggers fell 22-0, despite an early appearance on
the field by Jim Phirrmann. The Beavers were hot in
the first half , scoring 16 points, but came up dry in the
second. Elliot Touch judged throughout the tournament, and Rob Fast led the backs.
Host UMass defeated Harvard University, 18-9, to
take theDivision I title.
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WOMEN'S SOCCER

Playoff schedule TBA

Ruggers fall In Div. 2 final

Booters play
waiting game

"

FOOTBALL
1:30 p.m.
MEN'S SOCCER

Playoff schedule TBA

NE Rugby...

AM HERST, Mass, - The Colby Ruggers were at the
University of Massachusetts this past weekend for
the annual New England Rugby Tournament, where
they progressed to the finals before succumbing to
Ba bson College on Sunday in Division 2 play.
On Saturday, the Ruggers demolished an inexperienced Bates team by a score of 9-0. In the afternoon, the Ruggers took on a team from the
University of Connecticut, which had beaten Bates
that morning also. Colby persevered to defea t a
tough U. Conn, team by a score of 3-0. All of the Colby
points of the day were scored by Chip Rooney.
On Sunday, the Ruggers lost in a tight final against
the Beavers of Babson, who were represented by
several Englishmen and Venezuelans, In this match

_____
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Spor ts Th is Week

BATES

i

The I-PLAY! Lacrosse program has been, thus far,
a real success. Lacrosse players have found it a help
to them to get out and play in the fall. It helps them
"get their stick back." The Fall lacrosse league is
also a good way to meet other lacrosse players who
will be going out for the varsitysquad in the spring.
The soccer and touch football leagues are both in
full force and are winding down to the play-offs.
Students not participating in the I-PLAY!leagues are
urged to come out and cheer on your dorm, frat or
otherfavorite team.
One final note in I-PLAY! News: there will bean IPLAY! Cross Country Meet on Saturday^October 30
open to all students wishing to participate.
IPLAY! T-shirts will be awarded to the three top men
and women finishers in both the three and five mile
divisions. Contact Brian Norris at ext. 2465 for
details.

,

(Home games capitalized)

run for the Mules, allowing
the ; quarterback to call his
own plays in an effort to save
time and get off more offensive plays.

I-Play l
Lacrosse program succeeds
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Inking into the very near
futui^,:y£e' -;MiUes ^ w^l host
Bates this Saturday, a team
sporting a 4-1 record.
According to . Sennett, the
Bates contest will be a trial
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SANTA
COMES EARLY

10% Discount
I
I
on all Pi zzas
to Colby Students j
f rom
October 31 - Christmas
I

Merry Christmas
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Letters tO the Edito r-

-From the Editor

Jan Plan needs revision
Original principles ignored
Colby was the first school in the country to institute a January program.
This is where Jan Plan began and, for Colby, it is where the program will
end unless revisions are made.
In response to complaints that Jan Plan was too relaxed, the program
was reformed. Courses offered during the 'semester are now offered
during January for credit.
Making Jan Plan into a "mini-semester" is not the answer. The
program was originally developed to give students the opportunity to
explore areas which were not included in the regular curriculum. This
requires creativity from both the students and the faculty. Hie faculty
must be willing to develop new programs, and students must make clear
which areas they would like to explore.
Students.and faculty now receive credit for their January work. This is
fair. At the moment, credit is mainly granted for the more conventional
courses. If the school stresses innovative programs and claims to offer
Jan Plan for credit, then they must be willing to extend that privilege
beyond the standard curriculum.
Often, courses offered during Jan Plan require off-campus instruction.
It is not fair that students must pay an extra amount in addition to the Jan
Plan fees, especially when they may not get credit for their work. In
addition to expanding credit eligibility, each department's budget could
include an amount designated for outside instruction.
At present, the number of independent Jan Plans has decreased. This
may have happened becausethe "mini-semester" appeals to those looking
for a less strenuous second semester. If Jan Plan is revised and a more
creative,attitude is adopted, the numbermay increaseagain.
In the past, there have been too few professors available to sponsor
independent programs. A percentage of faculty from each department
should be required to act as sponsors.
Many times, students' special interests cannot be explored at Colby.
Since the January program is supposed to encourage this type of investigation, Colby must make a greater effort to form internship and other
off campus programs for those who do not want to take time off from
school under the Ventureprogram.
Turning Jan Plan into a mini-semester ignores the program 's original
intentions. The January program could and should be a valuable addition
to a liberal arts education.
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Trumpet blaste d for recogniti on

To the Editor:
Well, the ECHO has done it
again. After numerous attempts at holding my tongue,
my fingers are too tired, and
I'm going to let you have it.
You have stepped on, the
band for long enough. Now
we're so big we are going to
fight back. I now really do
believe you folks at the
ECHO have been blindedand
are deaf also. So here's a
trumpet blast that will open
your ears.
In the span of two days you
managed to miss coverage
on a visitor at Colby of
national recognition. She is
Jane Ira Bloom, the nation's
premier
female
jazz
saxaphonist who was good
enough for "Downbeat".and
"Jazz" to do cover stories
on, but she wasn't good
enough for an article in the
Colby :ECHO ?????? _ As if that wasn't enough,
you stomped on the band's
already sore toes by totally
ignoring us in Chris Schmidt's article on the
cheerleaders and the pepsquad. We won't even go into
the article in the previousissue on the same subject, in
which the band received two
lines. I spoke with Chris and
he said he was told to do an
article only
on the
cheerleaders and pep-squad.
What about the band?
Tom
Williams,
the
president of the band, was
the person who originally
came up with the idea of a
pepband and cheerleaders.
He is the person who laid all
of the basic ground work, put
up posters, and coordinated
with ,
the athletic

department. Was his name Colby Band h a s grown fr om
mentioned? No! What about 12 people to 50 and from 1
the 16 band members that group to 6 in just threeyears.
practiced four days a week This growth has occurred
for three weeks? They have
only through the hard work
to go unnoticed also?
The ECHO doesn't even and dedication of the
and the director,
cover events it publicizes on students
Adrian
Lo.
I hate to see hard
its own pages. A major work and sweat
go to waste
personality such as Jane
bit of
without
the
tiniest
Bloom deserves a little
external
recognition.
recognition. But once again , .
C'moh ECHO, the "old"
it's just the band so it's excuse
not the N.Y.
probably not very exciting, Times "We're
work
just
doesn't
"
right? Wrong! .
any
more.
Especially
when
I will now list some of our
miss events put on by
major upcoming events with you
one
of
the larger groups on
the hope that you will be able
campus.
to have someone from your I am very proud of the
staff present:
LoComotion Halloween position of the band today,
Costume Dance on Oct. 29; and of all of the students and
LoComotion
presents faculty that make it work.
is absolutely the last
Maynard Ferguson and his This
anybody kick
time
we'll
Orchestra on Nov. 12; a us around! let
The
Colby Band
Concert Band Christmas is here to stay and
is getting
Concert in December; betterall of the time!
LoComotipn-Dizzy Gillespie
Jazz Weekend in April.
Belanger
With stars like these ap- Dennis
Manager-Concert
Band .
pearing at our , invitation,
President-LoComotion
how can you miss us? The

Rugby Banner waved
To the Editor :
It is very irritating to scan
the Sports Page of the Oct. 21
ECHO and not see mention of
Men's-Women's
rugby
tournaments at UMass this
weekend on the ECHO
Scorecard. Before I start
waving the rugby banner ad
nauseum, one principle
should be mentioned that
says it all : the clubs bearthe

name Colby; the players all
have that institution (of
learning) in common.
Having said that, the rest
should be obvious. We
deserve equal coverage of
games and equal mention of
upcoming ones. Because
rugby is a club sport not a
varsity sport, I don't feelit is
treated with equanimity by '
continued on page 12
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by Stephen Riley
Like most people, I've always had a fascination with
royalty, kings, queens, and such. From Henry VIII. with
lis hearty appetite for food and wives, to Charlie and Di's
vedding and the ensuing William, these monarch-types
lave intrigued me.
Lately, however, this interest is rapidly deteriorating
hanks to these British royalists' colonial cousin, Burger
Sing.

Not that it matters
This man, who had the audacity to amencamze his
name from King of Burger, has gone a step too far with his
latest ad campaign. Don't get me wrong. I usually have
nothing against ads. In fact, I'm about as flaming a
capitalist as you 're likely to find, but this chopped beef
King has gone a bit overboard in his pursuit of the
almighty profit.
Hounding consumers with "Aren't you hungry? Aren't
you hungry?"is not nice, especially for college students
who don't have cars. What makes these commercials so
frustrating is their effectiveness; they make you hungry for anything. "No damn it, now leave me alone," I usually
end up screaming, but this has no effectsince it's directed
at my clock radio. Thank God for care packages and
candy machines.
What's more, Burger King claims "the Whopper beat
the Big Mac." With what may I ask, a baseball bat?
Doesn't this Burger fellow know that McDonalds is an
american institution like baseball, apple pie and Moss for
the Masses? Such institutions are scared.
And for what it's worth, my taste buds still prefer the
Big Mac and they 've tasted just about every food that
takes less than 60 seconds to cook.
This isn't to say that McDonalds hasn't pulled a few fast
ones in its time. Take, for instance, their latest ads with
Joe Frazier, who seems to get more enjoyment from
Quarter-pounders than most people get from sex, a six
pack and a pack of cigarettes. Next time the commercial
plays, take a good hard look at the Quarter-pounder he's
holding. It took two cows and a culinary DaVinci to make
that sandwich. Quarter-pounders like that are about as
close to what is actually served as my GPA is to a 4.0. But,
I suppose you pretty much get what you want when you 're
an ex-heavy weight champ, even if you can't sing.
One of my favorite food fantasies is to walk into
McDonalds and have old Joe, complete with tux, serve me
a Quarter-pounder like he gets. But then again, I'd also
like to have President Cotter clean my room. I believe the
correct terminology is "pipe dream."

Third Floor bv Line
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And, since we're talking about such things, wouldn't it
be nice to have Colby shown the way it really is rather
than the way that Advertising - oops, silly me, I mean
Admissions, - portrays it.
Next time there's a tour of campus, (distinguished by a
profusion of navy blue sport coats and plaid skirts) follow
it around for a short while. You'll probably see the group
ushered up to the Heights and shown spacious quads and
two-room singles. Then they'll mosey on down to the
academic buildings to see the electron microscope and
then to Roberts before being herded back to Eustis. A nice
walk, but it' s not the real Colby. Admissions has
correctly, I think, assumed that parents whose natural
habitat is the country club, wouldn't see the intrinsic

RHB y

benefits of having little Skippy living on third floor KDR.
A little more balanced view, however, would save a lot
of culture shock when the kid doesn't get a room in the
Hilton on the Hill. Why not start in Coburn-MaryLow with
a quick stop at a one room triple and that's if the tour can
fit into one. Then bop on over to Averill where the
prospectives can measure the thinness of the walls and
the thickness of the slime in the showers. And just to give
a glimpse at alternative housing, a short stop at LCA's
communal bathrooms would give true meaning to the
word brotherhood.
I'm" not sure what all this means, but it's safe to say that
Henry VIII never had a Whopper and Prince William will
never come to Colby, and that has to have a moral
somewhere.

Democracy needs informed citizens
by Marc Carey
The first Tuesday in November sounds like a
movie. Actually this day, Nov.. 2, 1982, could be one of
the most important days in our nation 's history.
One of the things that disappointed me most about
Colby my first year here was the political apathy on
the part of Colby students. For some reasonI arrived
with this crazy image of college students as people
informed and concerned about political issues.
Perhaps I had always placed too much emphasis on
the naive illusion of the idealistic student activist of
the 1960's. In any event, I was in for * a rude
awakening. All the forums, discussions and lectures
that I longed for never appeared. Although we are
somewhat restricted by geographical ' limitations,
more importantly, the lack of activities was a case of
supply meeting demand. Colby College, historically
never a bastian of student activism, had bottomed out
in terms of student awareness.
Recently, however, there are small, yet important
indications that the tide may be turning. Last year
teach-ins concerning nuclear weapons and El
Salvador drew large audiences. This year, new
groups such as the College Republicans and the
Current Affairs Club have started small, but are
growing in popularity. Forums and discussions seem
to be emerging as an integral part of a Colby
education.
The point here, of course, is not as simple as liberal
or conservative, Republican or. Democrat. No
matter whether one deeply sympathizes with the
young republicans or is a committed anti-nuclear
activist, the important thing is that something is
happening. Colby calls itself a liberal arts institution
with a wide variety of students and opportunities.
Obviously education is important, but in between

hour exams, it is crucial to keep in touch with the real
world. A Colby education lasts only four years and is
presumably more isolated and homogeneous than
the world will be for us as graduates. Now is not the
time to write off student activism as naive and
idealistic while concentrating on the real world of
fihance books and fraternity parties.
Part of the problem has also been attributed to a
generally distant faculty, uninterested in extracurricular interactions with students. For a school
the caliber of Colby, this is abhorrent. Students ought
not to view faculty participation as a privilege but
rather as a necessary function at a college such as
Colby. Alarmingly, a small hard core group of
professors seems to be emerging as the only interested participants. The faculty-in-residence
program is a start, but more incentives are needed to
provide increased faculty and student involvement.
Students should benefit from the wide variety of
viewpoints represented within the Colby faculty.
As we all know, to be a college student during the
1980's is inherently a very uncertain prospect. To be
sure, we cannot afford the same luxurious security
surrounding our future which many previous
students have enjoyed.
The economy is horrible and students have very
real economic concerns to deal with. Despite this, the
level of student awareness in world affairs fails in
comparison to that of foreign students. Often it
seems, people from other countries know more
about America than Americans do; not to mention
their knowledge of world affairs. Ours is a system of
participatory democracy which can only function
correctly if the citizens remain competent and informed. Clearly college is a place to prepare for this
future responsibility as well.

Nuclear was te dis p osin g issue

Maine Yankee reactor vote crucial for future
by Kenneth Wong
Maine citizens who vote in the November 2 elections will find one highly publicized issue requiring
careful consideration before voting : shall an act to
end the use of nuclear power for producing electricity
in five years become law? Most voters will have
difficulty arriving at an intelligent decision because
of the flood of propaganda which utilizesscaretactics
both for and against the shutdown .
Included in this propaganda is a moral issue
debating whether shutting down the nuclear power
plant will result in more harm than keeping the plant
running.

commentary
Aside from nuclear accidents, more immediate
discomfort will affect Maine citizens if the plant is
closed because of consequent rising electricity bills.
Yet, every generation complains about the increasingly difficult problems tlie previous generation
has left. If we keep nuclear energy, our lives will
probably be more comfortable, but the next
generations will inherit not only a relative scarcity of
fu ture alternative energy technology, but also our
active nuclear energy wastes. If the future is what
we're really interested in, a closing of Maine Yankee
will help lead to more researching of safer and
longer-lasting energy sources.
The issues are complex and there are no clear
rights or wrongs. For instance, concerning Maine
Yankee's embrittlement problem, the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission (NRO said, "there was no
imminent danger of such an accident" even though
the plant was one of the eleven nuclear plants across
the country requiring "modifications in the near
future to guard against a potentially disastrous
rupture of their reactor walls."
Scientists agree nuclear radiation weakens the
steel vessel walls, but, according to the New York
Times, "for more than a year, debate has continued
in nuclear circles on whether reactor vesselsat many
nuclear plants could withstand accidents that
simultaneously created high pressure in the vessel
and sharply decreased the temperature in the vessel
walls." In the end, scientists must speculate on the
possibilities of unlikely nuclear accidents because
experimenting on them is impossible.
Nuclear power can never be 100 percent safe
because there is always the human element involved .
A chance does exist that human misjudgment or
oversight could result into a serious accident.
Last year at Maine Yankee 5000 gallons of
radioactive cooling water leaked ^ outside the plant
through a valve inadvertently left unshut.
Fortunately, since the plant had just reopened, the
water contained little radioactivity. Under strict
surveillance by the NRC who stated Maine Yankee's
staff's diligence has since satisfactorily improved,
Maine Yankee will hopefully be spared of future
accidents.
The most detrimental effect of a shutdown would be
an electricity rate increase somewhere between the
two percent increase, calculated by the Maine
Nuclear Referendum Committee (MNRC ) , and a pronuclear University of Southern Maine economics
professor's 35 percent increase. Most likely, the
actual increase will be closer to the States's Energy
Department's estimate of 21 percent.
Twenty-one percent is a substantial increase and
will make life tougher for many Maine citizens. But
contrary to some advertisements, such a price hike
will not drive businesses out of the state, producing
"devastating econ omic conditions in Maine."
Somewhat burdensome, but not devastating.
A meltdown , of course, would be disastrous to
Maine but let's hope the NRC supervised Maine
Yankee employees can prevent the occurrence of
one. Smaller problems such as leakage of radioactivity does occur and could conceivably have

longterm adverse effects or the health of citizens
living near the plant. Scientists believe background
radiation from plants is no more than the amount
naturally given off in the environment. Federal
researchers at the Center for Disease Control
rejected a MNRC claim that "a drastic increase in
leukemia has occurred in Southern Maine since, the
Maine Yankee reactor went on-line in 1972." Despite
such statements of insignificant radioactivity, people
living next to the plant still must deal with the'stress
from not being sure whether or not they will develop
leukemia or cancer.
The nuclear waste disposing issue, however, is an
unsolved problem even among scientists. Scientists
have no way of testing how safe any of the waste
disposal • methods will be over the life of radioactive
wastes. As one scientist stated, "there 's no way of
knowing just how active waste will react with the host
rock or what form the waste will take a thousand
years from now.'' Geologists also agree earth crustal
movements still remain beyond complete scientific
understanding. We can only speculate what sites and
which methods would be the safest over the tens of
thousands of years in which the waste will be
radioactive.
Many years is a long time to sacrifice for energy,
especially considering that nuclear plants continue to
be used. The world's supply of uranium will run out
within a human lifetime. Presently, one quarter of
the world's supply of uranium is found in the western
United States and scientists predict these reserves
could power all domestic power plants now in
operation, in addition to those under construction and
in their planning stages for their 30 year lifespan.
Thus, nuclear power is not the energy power of the
future. The next two generations will find depleting
uranium reserves and increasing amounts of waste.
Even though uranium supplies are limited, the
present energy program is still a short-term policy.
In a country where four percent total energy output is
produced by nuclear power 13 percent electricity,

President Reagan's 1983 Dept. of Energy budget
allocates 53 cents of every dollar to nuclear power
research and development. Since Carter's last
budget, fusion research and development has increased from 14 percent to 32 percent. Conservation
expenditureshave decreased from 18 percent down to
one percent. Fossil energy funds have decreased
from 21 percent to 7 percent. Renewable energy
sources such as solar power have decreased from 18
percent to 5 percent. The government is very involved in protecting the big nuclear power businesses
at the expense of scientific advancement in other
alternative energy sources.
No wonder the Maine Yankee proponents are able
to outspend opponents by a six to one proportion on
radio and television. And it's too bad more money is
not available to researchers in fields of wind power,
natural gas, water power and biomass energy.
The closing of Maine Yankee, while guaranteeing
an increase in electricity rates, does not
automatically guarantee an increase in funds for
alternative energy research. But, closing Maine
Yankee will prevent the chance of any sort of nuclear
accident, cut the supply of radioactive waste, and
eliminate the psychological anxiety of developing
leukemia for citizens living near the plant. The
closing will express the people's desire to change
government energy policy to one more directed
toward the future.
We will need the technology for other energy
sources in the near future. And if we pass wastes to
the next generations which we know might not be
totally safe, it is rather like conscientiously committing a crime. We are leaving our problems for the
next generations. A little grit through the temporary
discomforts of raised electricity rates will make way
for a better tomorrow. As Maine goes, so does the
nation. Let's show the country that we're striving for
the future.
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Dorm food and intellectual life revisited
by Chip Hauss

I spent the fi rst two years and two da ys of my
college career trying to escape dormito ry life and
institutional food. So, you ask , what am I doing
eating Seller 's food .and hang ing around FossW oodman ?

Faculty Forum

we never woul d ha ve encoun t ere d since the y would
never have taken government courses. In addition ,

personally challenging in ways very similar to what
we had hoped to encourage.

we've come to kn ow st udents , whom I' ve t au ght ,
mor e informall y as whole human beings with a w ide
variety of interes ts, needs , and quirks. We're finding
both the new and old friends fascinating.

On tlie other hand , that passion does not carry over
into the classroom . I still find too many students who
see education as a rite of passage. Too many students
( at least in my classes) are still wedded to a conception of school as a burden in which one develops
reading, writing, and other skills only to get good
grades and generally get ahead . School becomes a
chore and that love of learning and creative spark we
see at Foss all but disappears as you enter the
classroom , my office, or even the library.

Therein , how ever , liesa par adox and the re ason for
writing this piece.

Well, la st sprin g the college esta blished a new
program of faculty affiliates to help out primarily in
dorms that did hot have faculty members in
residence . Although ho specific job description was
devised, the deans were looking for people to improve
student-faculty relations , advising, and the general
intellectual lif e on campus . Since those thin gs are
important to me, my wif e and I applied an d were
assigned to Fpss-Woodman.
We have a few issues we want to work on revolv ing
around my in te rests in polit ics and Pamela 's int erests in vegetar ian nut r it ion and holisti c health
care . Unfortunately, neither of us has made much
pr ogress on t hose fronts. But , the exper ience so far
has been a great success for us both , far exceed ing
either of our expectations.
First of all, we've been able to get to know st udent s

On the one hand , everywhere we turn , we find interesting and interested young men and women.
We're both sur pr ised by the num ber of you who are
aware of the nutritional and ethical implica tions of
what you eat , dr ink , and otherwise put in your bodies.
We 've also been pleasantly surprised with your int eres t in and skills at remo deling old houses. M ost
importantly, we 've enjoyed the spontaneou s, genuine
intellectual interests we've seen in so many of you.
We 've learned from the biology majors whose int er est in and commitment to preserv ing our for ests
extend far beyond what they learn in the classroom.
Similarly , I' ve learne d a lot about nuclear power a nd
the arms race from governm en t majors and othe rs
who hav e gone out on their own and studied the issues
involved in the debates over the freeze proposals andor the upcoming re ferendum a bout the M aine Yankee
plant in Wiscasset. We've had enjoyable discussions
a bout st imulat ing fi lms and novels t ha t have nothing
to do wit h wha t I teach or you s'tudy. In short , we've
foun d hosts of st ud ents who are intellectuall y and

A Colby tradition- Coffee at the Spa.
ElectJUDY KANY-Democratic candid ate for State Senate
RUTH JOSEPH- Democratic candid ate for Representative
to the Legislatu re.
r
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John Jose p h ,,,JUDY KANY , RUTH JOSEPH , Charlie Basse tt
•Jud y and Ru th have close Co l by ties .
Judy, wi fe of Bob Kany- s pecial prog rams .
Ru t h , wife of Al Joseph '5*» , mo ther of Duke '76 , and
sister-i n-law to John and Peter at the Spa .
Eve ry vote counts and your vote Is I mportant , too l

Vo t e Tuesday , Nov. 2nd a t KVVT I , Oilman St., Wa terville.
For ass is tance call

The paradox is troubling . After all, it affect s the
most centra l part of campus life. I am now more
convinced than ever that we, both students and
faculty members , are doing something wrong. I don 't
know if it' s the five course load (which we don't really
have), t he pressure s to get int o gra dua te school , the
campus ethos , our traditional teaching techni ques,
growing up in Reagan 's (or Carter 's or Kennedy 's)
America , or what. For whatever reason, you don 't
carry that creative intellectual spark into die
classr oom, and we don't do a very good job of
reignitingit for you.
So f ar th is semest er I haven 't been able to do
anything except identify the paradox. But if I'm right
in identifying it we all have some work to do. Rather
than passing off some half-baked proposals , let me
close by asking you for solutions. You'll usually find
me in Foss eating too much starchy food....

873-1220 ;

DONT FORGET : V OTE N OV 2

JUDY KANY— STATE SENATE
RUTH JOSEPH— REPRESENTATIVE
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Sponsored by the University of Pittsburgh, Semester at Sea offer * students a superior
full semester academic program and supporting field experiences. This one semester
experience la available to qualified students from all accredited colleges and unlver *
slues.
More than 60 voyage rela ted university courses. Faculty drawn from the University of
Pittsburgh and other leadin g universities , augmented by visiting area experts.
Optional tours, Including special tours Into the People's Republic of China , available.
Semester at Sea admits students without regard to color, race or creed. The S.S.
Universe Is fully air-conditioned , 18,000 tons, registered In Liberia and built In
America.
For n free color brochure , write: Semester at Sea, UCIS, University of Pittsburgh , Forbes
Quadrangle , Pittsburgh, PA 15200, or call toll free (800) 884.0195 (Iii Californln call
• (714) 771 -6590).

•Colby survives Civil War

No report from the committee exists, however, and the
new degree is not listed in catalogues for that time.
Indeed, it was not until 1906 that the first B.S. degrees
were granted.
In 1870, trustees voted to renovate the Recitation Hall
and also to put up a building to house the school's
scientific laboratories. Funds for the building were
provided immediately after the vote, as four men each
pledged $10,000 to the project. Coburn Hall was completed
in 1872. At the same meeting in 1870, trustees, evidently
made generous by the donations, also voted to raise
professor's salaries by 25 percent.
Colby's first female student entered the school in 1871.
Mary Low Carver remained the college's lone woman
until 1873, when Louise Coburn, Elizabeth Hoeg, Ida
Fuller , and Frances Mann entered the freshman class.
Together, they formed the Sigma Kappa sorority on Nov.
9, 1874. For many years, almost all Colby women became
Sigmas, forcing ' the sorority to form three separate
chapters at Colby. In 1893, the influx of girls was too
great, even for three groups. They decided to limit
membership to one chapter, while encouraging the formation of another sorority. A local organization called
Beta Phi was formed, which became part of the national
society Chi Omega in 1906. Two years before this, in 1904,
the Sigmas turned into a national group when a chapter
was formed at Boston University.
Mary Low graduated in 1875, giving her class'
validictorian speech. For several years thereafter,
women tended to take the school's academic prizes,
which lent fuel to the movement to remove them from
the college several years later. In 1871, however, nobody
objected to Colby becoming a coeducational college.
In 1872, President Champlin also resigned. In his 16
years as president, he had led the collegethrough some of
its worst periods. Personally raising $200,000, he had
helped the all but doomed institution grow into a financially sound college. Colby lost a great president, but,
because of his efforts, could still look forward to a secure
future.

continued from page 8

Mel
rl
ri , in. the meantime, had placedanother proviso on

his gift. He specified that some of it was to be used to
support a professorship in chemistry and natural sciences. This became the college's second chair. The first
was the Babcock Professor of Intellectual and Moral
Philosophy,named afterthe school's second president.
Colby became a trustee in 1865, and within two years
gave the college another $50,000. In all, he donated
$200,000 to the school, including money left in his will. In
1866, the trustees voted to petition the Maine legislature to
change the school's name to Colby University. It never
became a university, but the legislature did allow it to
bear the name of its benefactor.
In 1867, Colby's invested funds amounted to $65,000.
Sixteen months after Appomattox, the board voted to
raise a new building, the Memorial Hall, costing $30,000.
The building's cornerstone was laid Aug. 14, 1867 and
contained various paraphernalia. It was dedicated two
years later. The building held a new chapel, a library, and
an Alumni Hall for large gatherings. It also had a clock
in its tower. The clock, , which needed constant adjustm ent, ran until the campus was moved.
In the east wall of the Alumni Hall a memorial to
Colby's Civil War dead, a copy of the lion of Lucerne was
placed. The French sculpture, a dead lion lying on a
french flag, symbolized the bravery of a Swiss regiment
who died trying to protect Louis XVI. For the copy, an
American shield took the place of the French flag. The
namesof 25 of Colby's dead were inscribed under the lion.
In 1867, students also petitioned the faculty for a
gymnasium, and the trustees appropriated $1200 for the
building. In the spring of the same year, Colby's first
organized team was created, when Reuben Wesley Dunn
founded a baseball team. Playing just three games a year
through 1868, it was not until 1875 that enthusiasm for the
team gave it a solid base in the school.
During the next year trustees decided to add a Bachelor
of Sciencedegree to their Bachelor of Arts program. They
formed a committee to create an appropriate curriculum.
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GARDNER COLBY

Open Nightly till Midnight

Waterville

PIZZA , SUBS, BEER , WINE, SODA, CHIPS

BAR BOTTLES IN STOCK.
KEGS AND TAPS IN STOCK.

SPEC I AL
KNICKERBOCKER NATURAL BEER

" IT'S BACK "
SCHM I DTS DRAFT BEER BALL
5 .16 GAL KEG $20.95 plus tax no deposit
$10.00 deposit on tap

16 oz. can 2.89 plus tax and deposit

(Equ i valent to approx. 106 eight oz.
glasses of draft beer)
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EVERY THURSDAY : SUB SPEC I AL
Meatball.and

Roas t Beef Subs

Tuna and Che e se Subs

$1 .79
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Cheese Subs

Turkey Subs
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